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ldeal display 

Characteristics of displays are usually considered from manufacturing and rendering perspectives. The 
manufacturing examination is quite straightforward and according to D.Travis [1] requires an ideal 
display to satisfy the following demands: 
• V ersatility 
• Cheapness 
• Reliability 
• Durability 
• Ability to mass production 
• Compatible with existing display drivers 
• Thin and lightweight 
• Efficient with energy and safe 

The rendering examination is less trivia! because it is based on perceptual attributes of displayed 
images that can not be easily quantified. From the perceptual perspective, an ideal display requires 
according to D.Travis [1]: 
• High spatial and temporal resolution 
• High luminanee and chromatic contrast 
• Wide colour gamut 
• Uniform in space, time and colour 
• Independenee of the colour channels 
• Insensitivity to ambient illumination 

In genera!, anideal display should render images with the highest degree of perceived image quality. 
The image quality issues were extensively investigated in the ADONIS project [2]: a joint research 
project between Philips Sound and Vision, Philips Components, Institute for Perception Research and 
Bang and Olufsen Ltd. The main goal ofthe project was to develop an integral method for determining 
the overall perceptual image quality of imaging systems (e.g. displays). This involves being able to 
describe and quantify those perceptual factors that substantially contribute to image quality, and to 
develop perceptual models that identify these factors. A model developed by Nijenhuis [3] was 
adopted to achieve this goal. 

The model assumes the existence of a display plus an environment. The system display-environment 
can be described by a set of physical parameters such as luminanee distribution on the screen, 
background lighting in the observation room etc. These physical parameters will be perceived and 
transformed by the visual system into a set of perceptual attributes such as sharpness, colourfulness, 
brightness etc. The perceptual attributes will have a sensorial strength depending on the magnitude or 
combination of magnitudes of the physical parameters, and on the properties of the visual system. The 
sensory strength for each of the perceptual attributes can be transformed into a response such as a 
rating on a scale. The set of individual intensity ratings determines a 'total' intensity, which then forms 
the basis for the overall quality assessment of the image quality. The transformation will include a 
contribution from all attributes albeit with different weighting factors for each attribute. Therefore, the 



whole framewerk of quality determination includes 1) evaluation of perceived quality, 2) evaluation of 
the individual perceptual attributes, and 3) correlation between the physical measurements and the 
subjective responses. 

One of the important parts of the ADONIS project was the RaPID (Rapid Perceptual Image 
Description) method [2] . The method assumes that an overall sensory attribute like Image Quality, is 
the combination of a number of sub-attributes, and these attributes can be described by observers by 
means of standard words. It is also assumes that subjects can be trained to evaluate these attributes on 
one-dimensional rating scales. An adopted version of the list of some sub-attributes related to an ideal 
display is presented below. 

• Brightness: the perceived attribute according to which an area appears to emit more or less light 
• Brightness contrast: the ratio between light and dark parts in the image 
• Colourfulness: the perceived attribute according to which an area appears to be more or less 

chromatic 
• Colour genuineness: perceived naturalness of displayed colours ofknown objects (e.g. skin, grass) 
• Colour homogeneity: the degree of uniformity of displayed colours over screen 
• Sharpness: a complex attribute that is related to detail and contour rendering 
• Detail rendering: visibility of details in the light and dark parts ofthe image 
• Contour rendering: distinctness and genuineness of object's edges in displayed images 
• Geometry rendering: a complex attribute that is related to line and object rendering 
• Line rendering: lines (e.g. in teletext) must be straight (not curved) and smooth (not ragged) 
• Object rendering: the shape and aspect ratio height/width of known objects (e.g. faces) must be 

correct 
• Movement rendering: object moving across the screen must remain sharp 
• Depth rendering: the difference between foreground and background must be reproduced correctly 

It should be realised that these attributes are defined by the consumers and are (often) not equal to 
those used by engineers and others working professionally with displays. lt is also important to 
indicate that observers seemed to prefer judgements of 'negative' ratherthen 'positive' attributes (e.g. 
unsharpness rather than sharpness). This suggests that the quality of a display will be more likely 
judged on the basis of weak points and not on the basis of the strong points [4]. After all, customers 
take the good things for granted and complain about the bad things, which is very human behaviour. 
From this perspective, an ideal display is a display without noticeable impairments. 

In this report we consider some of the main impairments that have to be addressed in the design of any 
new type of display, particularly in the design of Direct-View Colour-Sequential Active Matrix Liquid 
Crystal Displays (DV-CS-AMLCDs). Here, they are divided into four groups; colour artefacts, 
brightness artefacts, temporal artefacts, and spatial artefacts. 

Coloor artefacts 

Coloor 'break-up' 

The field-sequentia! (FS) method of colour reproduetion is based on the fact that, if beams of red, 
green, and blue light fall on the retina in quick succession, the individual colours are not seen and the 
colour sensation is the same as that produced by simultaneous triple presentation. The main challenge 
of the FS method is to prevent colours from 'breaking-up', i.e. separating into individual colour 
components. The colour break-up manifestsitself in two artefacts. 
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The first artefact occurs when fast moving objects are displayed. This artefact will be called colour 
fringing because it appears as additional 'fringe' to object edges. Even at a high speed (150 fields per 
sec.), a moving object can give rise to objectionable colour fringing, particularly if it is a highly 
saturated colour object, so that it is mainly presented in only one of the three colour tields. Rapid 
eye/head/body movements cause the second artefact, defined here as colour flash effect (CFE). For 
example, because of the rapid eye movements, the primary colours that contribute to a complex colour 
fall onto separate positions of the human retina. The complex colour is therefore temporarily 
decomposed, so that the observer sees short colour 'flashes' of primary colours. The CFE was reported 
to be very dramatic when subjects were seated in a vibrating chair while viewing a passage of text 
represented by a FS display [5]. At vibration frequencies close to or equal to the frame frequency a 
stroboscopic effect occurred in which the colour-fields appeared clearly to move apart. In contrast to 
the colour fringing, the CFE occurs in those parts of the screen that are represented by more than one 
field (e.g. in white frame, which is represented by red, green, and blue fields). 

The conditions leading to perceived CFE are only partially understood. In genera!, the colour mixture 
based on the FS method requires the spatiotemporal spread of the colour elements to be unresolvable 
by the visual system's spatiotemporal filters. Those filters are among the best-understood properties of 
human vision [e.g. 6] , but their application towards reduction in appearance of the CFE is not 
straightforward. 

Several variables of the display and viewing conditions determine the strengths of the CFE. The most 
prominent appearance of the CFE is expected to be during saccades, i.e. rapid jumps in eye 
movements. Saccades can be described by three parameters, that is, amplitude, duration, and peak 
velocity. The peak velocity and duration of saccades are proportional to saccade length, so 
displacement ofthe colour sub-frames will bemost probiernatie for the larger saccades. Peak veloeities 
and duration of 1, 10, and 30 degree saccades are approximately 80, 300, and 800 deg/s and 25, 40, 
and 80 ms, respectively [7]. The ability of the eyes to move with such a great speed has very important 
consequences for the design ofDV-CS-AMLCD. 

As an example, consider a 12" diagonal colour display, viewed from 45 cm. lts 24-cm wide raster 
subtends about 30 degrees of visual angle. If a line has 640 pixels, each pixel subtends 1121 degree of 
visual angle. Fora180Hz sub-frame rate, even a 1 degree saccade will befast enough to cause almost 
a 10 pixel offset in the image from one sub-frame to the next. To reduce the offset to 1 pixel the sub
frame rate should be increased up to 1800 Hz for a 1 degree saccade, and up to 18000 Hz for a 30 
degree saccade. lt seems impossible to reach such a temporal frequency with modem technology. For 
the reason that even small deviations from complete compensation result in separation of colour fields, 
this implies that the CFE can never be entirely avoided. Therefore, the main efforts should be 
concentrated on how to reduce the probability of the CFE to be apparent to observers. Before 
analysing possible ways to reduce the CFE, let' s consider how sensitive people are in the detection of 
this effect. 

Baron [8] collected a population statistics on absolute sensitivity and contrast sensitivity to the CFE. In 
one of his experiments forty-six subjects were asked to make a 24 degree saccade across a bright 
verticalline target displayed against a uniform background and report whether they saw colour flashes. 
The averaged absolute threshold for luminanee Lstimulus was found to be 8 ± 6 fL ( corresponding to 2.3 
± 1.9 cd/m2

) , and the averaged threshold for the contrast ratio (CR), where 

CR= Lstimulus / Lbackground, 
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was found to be 16 ± 12, which indicates a rather high sensitivity for detection of the CFE. We 
propose to use a more general measurement for perceived contrast: 

MC = (Lstimulus- Lbackground) I (Lstimulus + Lbackground) 

which is similar to the well-known Michelson Contrast. Note that MC ranges from 0 (minimum 
contrast) to 1 (maximum contrast). The averaged MC threshold calculated from the Baron's data was 
found to be 0.82 ± 0.14. This value can be used to predict whether a region of an image will produce 
the CFE. Por example, according to this value regions with the MC below 0.6 will successfully mask 
the CFE (at least for most observers). However, it should be noted that the MC threshold might depend 
on absolute luminanee of the background. Preliminary analyses of the Baren's data (see Figure 1) 
supports this hypothesis, but can not fully verify it because of peculiarity of the experimental design 
( each of the threshold measurements was made with a fixed Lstimulus and a varied Lbackground, instead of 
a fixed Lbackground and a varied Lstimulus). More experimental research is needed in order to define CFE 
thresholds under various viewing conditions. 
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Figure 1: The averaged Michelson Contrast threshold calculated from the Baron 's data as a function 
of background luminance. 

Highest sensitivity to displacement of the colour sub-frames is expected to occur at strongly . 
contrasting borders with MC values from 0.8 to l.O. The more contrasting borders are in the image, 
and the more frequently they are crossed by eyelhead movements, the higher likelihoed of perceived 
colour break-up. lt should be noted, however, that the influence of eyelhead movement pattem and 
spatietemporal image pattem are not independent. When the eyelhead movement vector is orthogonal 
to the local orientation of spatial modulation in the image and in the dark-to-bright direction, bright 
details of each colour sub-frame will fall on a part ofthe retina which was previously less illuminated 
and therefore more sensitive. Movements parallel to spatial modulation produce no local temporal 
changes; the colour sub-frames are displaced, but they fall on portions of the other colour sub-frames 
that are identical to that in the unshifted image. 
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The results of Baron [8] support the idea that the same principle is valid for complex spatial patterns 
and natural images. The situation might be apparently more complicated with video imagery. 
Temporal modulations in the moving images interact with temporal modulation due to eyelhead 
movements and produce extremely complex spatiotemporal illumination of the retina. However, it 
would be safe to conclude that the general strategy in decreasing the probability to see the CFE should 
consist in decreasing contrast of displayed images, more specifically, the luminanee contrast of colours 
with multiple components (e.g. white, yellow, pink etc.). 

Arend et al. [9] examined how the CFE can be reduced using different scanning schemes. To this end, 
they applied a spatial luminanee model that computes whether the standard observer could 
discriminate the differences among the r, g, and b components of the image presented on a colour 
sequentia! display. The model was tested for a 12" diagonal colour display with 640 pixels in a line, 
60Hz frame rate, viewed from 20". 

A number of different strategies for the sequentia! scan design can be basically limited to the following 
three: 
• 'sub-frame at a time'- r sub-frame, g sub-frame, b sub-frame, ... 
• 'line at a time' -in each sub-frame r line, g line, b line, ... , repeated for three sub-frames with the 

first line colour cyclically permuted, i.e., sub-frame 2 begins g line, b line, r line, ... 
• 'pixel at a time'- in each sub-frame r pixel, g pixel, b pixel, ... , repeated for three sub-frames with 

the first pixel colour cyclically permuted 

The comparison of the three sequentia! scan designs showed clear differences among them, regarding 
the visibility of the luminanee artefacts (the model considered only luminanee differences) produced 
by eye motion. The 'sub-frame at a time' scheme produced the most visible artefacts. This is due to the 
fact that the luminanee differences among the non-aligned r, g, and b sub-frames were large enough 
and spatially big enough to be above the spatial resolution limit of the model visual system. For the 
'line at a time' scheme, the predietien indicated a barely detectable artefacts, while the much lower 
predietien for the 'pixel at a time' scheme predicted effectively no visibility of colour break-up. This 
downward progression in visibility can be attributed to the fact the sampling artefacts are shifted to 
higher spatial frequencies, until they fall outside of the spatial resolution limit of the model eye. 

While limited in a number of ways, the research of Arend et al. demonstrated how perceptual models 
can be used to eliminate the CFE by means of scan designs in principle. However, the practical 
implementation ofthe 'line at a time' and 'pixel at a time' schemes might be difficult for the design of 
DV -CS-AMLCD, and only the 'sub-frame at a time' scheme seems to be realistic. Beside the scan 
scheme only the luminanee and the contrast seem to have a noticeable influence on the CFE. 
Apparently, the straightforward reduction of luminanee and contrast would deteriorate perceived 
quality ofthe displayed images. Therefore, we propose an alternative remedy, i.e. the use of more than 
three primary colours. In this way, the probability to see the CFE can be decreased without reducing · 
the contrastand brightness ofthe image, even for the 'sub-frame at a time' scanning scheme. 

In order to analyse the advantage of using more than three primary colours in some detail, we 
concentrate on a specific case in which the effect is very pronounced, i.e., a white bar displayed on a 
black surround. The white colour has significant contributions from all three primaries red, green and 
blue. During rapid eye movements, the white bar will separate into red, green and blue bars, because 
different parts of the retina perceive the different colours. The luminanee differences of the primary 
colours with the black surround determine how well these coloured bars are perceived. The eye 
velocity determines the distances from the white bar at which these coloured bars are perceived. 
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Now suppose we included a fourth primary colour in the colour-sequential display, and that this fourth 
primary is white. Because the white bar now corresponds to a primary colour, it can no longer give rise 
to the CFE. More generally, if a coloured area in an image satisfies the following two conditions: 1) 
the colour has a high luminanee in at least two (of the three) primary channels (for instanee yellow 
consists of large amounts of red and green), and 2) the colour has a (partially) dark surround (i.e. , low 
luminanee ), then the edge of the coloured area can decompose in coloured areas against the dark 
surround during fast eye movements (if the eye moves in the direction from colour to dark surround). 
An additional fourth primary can significantly reduces the number of colours that have a large 
luminanee in more than one primary. Since white (and grey) is one of the most frequently occurring 
colours in displays, it seems natural to choose the fourth primary to be white. Of course, more than 
four primaries can help to even further reduce the colour-flash effect. As an example of how such a 
colour sequentia! display with multiple primaries could be implemented, we discuss in Appendix 1 the 
case ofusing four primaries (red, green, blue and white) on an additive display. 

White unbalance 

White unbalance refers here to the subjective impairment in white balance, which is caused by the 
perceptual fact that the appearance of the displayed pietmes depends on the conditions under which 
they are viewed. lf the reference white, i.e. the relative outputs of the red, green and blue channels, is 
pre-set to a chromaticity typical of tungsten light, say 2856K, the picture becomes intolerably yellow 
in daylight illumination. On the other hand, if the reference white is set at an ambient light daylight 
chromaticity, say 6500K, the picture does not appear intolerably bluish in ambient tungsten light 
illumination because the latter is often, or can be made to be, of sufficiently low intensity for the 
display to dominate the adaptation of the eye. This is one of the reasons, that 6500K has been chosen 
as the standard reference white for the PAL system. However, in different multimedia applications 
different default reference whites are used: graphic arts adopted a correlated colour temperature of 
5000K, and some PC monitors are set to a white point of 9300K. 

What is the best chromaticity to choose for the reference white? Experiments in which the colour 
temperature of a cinema projection lamp is varied by means of filters have shown that observers prefer 
a mean colour temperature of about 5400K as being neither too cool nor too warm [1 0]. Given that this 
colour temperature approximates the colour temperature of daylight on a clear sunny day, the 
experimental result is hardly surprising. Another experimental study has shown that subjects give the 
highest quality scores to images with correlated colour temperature 5400K-7400K, i.e. around 6500K 
[11]. Therefore, the CIE Standard Sourees D55, or D65 can be recommended to use for the reference 
white in the DV -CS-AMLCDs. 

Gamut errors 

The displayed colour gamut denotes the border of the set of colours that can be reproduced by a 
display. All colours that fall outside ofthis border will be displayed with errors, usuallyin saturation. 
Although being not very annoying, these errors are perceived as insufficient colourfulness of displayed 
images and might significantly deteriorate image quality. The gamut errors might become very 
dramatic due to improper choice of primary colours, and incomplete colour switching (for detail see 
Sectien 'Effect of incomplete LC switching'). The choice of primary colours can be based on the 
analysis of the distri bution of real surface colours in nature. 

Pointer compared the real-colour gamut, i.e. gamut of typical pigments, dyes and inks, occurring in 
everyday experience, and the chromaticity gamut covered by phosphors typical of those used in 
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dornestic television receivers [12]. The two gamuts were found to be rather similar, except fora slight 
deficiency of the display gamut in the blue-green and magenta directions. This means that at least in 
terms of chromaticity these areas are inadequately coloured by displays. The results have also 
demonstrated the higher purity of the blue phosphor of the TV receiver in comparison with the real
colour gamut, implying that some of the blue colours which can be reproduced by the display actually 
fall outside the border of colours typically met in the everyday life. The data of Pointer can be 
considered as one ofthe criteria in choosing colour primaries for DV-CS-AMLCDs. 

Colour shift 

Colour shift is referred here to the perceived distortion of colour in displayed images over space and 
time. The main display characteristics that determine colour shift are as follows. 
• Temporal dependence. The response of the colour channels at a given screen position should not 

depend on previous inputs at that position. This characteristic deals with the display's frame-to
frame transient response. The problem is that a display might not settie instantly when the screen 
content is changed. 

• Temporal instability. The response ofthe colour channels toa constant input image should bestabie 
over time. Ho wever the chromaticity and luminanee usually change as a function of time. 

• Spatial dependence. The response of the colour channels at a given screen position should be 
independent on input at other positions. This does not hold for CR T displays where the influence 
of one pixel on another diminishes as their spatial separation increases. For LCD displays, this 
does not seem to be a problem. 

• Spatial instability. The response ofthe colour channels should be uniform, i.e. preservedat different 
positions on the screen. For example, for CRT monitors, luminanee is usually greatest at the centre 
and diminishes toward the edges, while chromaticity is relatively constant. For LCD displays, a 
nonuniform backlighting might case such problems. 

• Channel dependence. The colour channels should not interact, i.e. the performance of one channel 
at a given pixel location is not dependent on the other channels at that pixel. This is important 
characteristic because the colour channels respond in a purely additive manner, and their inter
dependenee give rise to colour 'cross-talk'. Incomplete colour switching can create such problems 
in field sequentia! displays. 

• Charme I instability. The chromaticity coordinates produced by each of the colour channels should 
be invariant as luminanee is varied. It can be examined by measuring chromaticity coordinates and 
luminanee at each ofthe test voltages. 

Low colourfulness 

Colourfulness has been identified as the attribute of a visual sensation according to which the 
perceived colour of an area appears to be more or less chromatic [13]. Some progress has been made in 
modeHing the relation between colourfulness judgements of displayed images and statistica! · 
parameters ofCIELUV chroma distributions across the images [14,15]. Apparently, chroma variations 
of natural images affect the perceived quality and naturalness of the displayed images. Images of low 
colourfulness were judged .to have a low degree of quality/naturalness [14,16]. However, increase of 
colourfulness does not always lead to the increase of quality/naturalness. Both the naturalness and 
quality judgements can be described by an inverted U-shaped curve with an optimum value on the 
colourfulness scale. An increase of colourfulness beyond this optimum significantly deteriorates 
perceived quality and naturalness of displayed images. An algorithm that optimises colourfulness 
without quality/naturalness deterioration has been recently developed [16]. 
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Brightness artefacts 

Low brightness 

Brightness is the perceived attribute according to which an area appears to emit more or less light [13]. 
Ihe physical parameter that correlates well with perceived brightness of a display is luminance, i.e., 
the lumineus intensity per unit area of light coming from a screen toward the eye. Brightness scales 
have been investigated for a variety of observing conditions by several investigators, notably by 
Stevens and his collaborators (see [13] for review). Ihe power law with exponent of 113, which is used 
to describe the relationship between brightness and luminance, is generally found to provide a 
satisfactory fit to the experimental data. 

Ihe maximum luminanee produced by modem displays (50-120 cd/m2 for CRI displays) is far below 
the maximum luminanee observed in the outside world (up to 20 000 cd/m2 fora highly reflecting 
surface in the sunshine). Yet the appearance of most displayed images seems to be quite satisfactory, 
basically due to the ability ofthe eye to adjust its sensitivity so that it can respond effectively over very 
wide ranges of light intensity. However, this ability does not negate the general subjective preferenee 
for brighter images. Ihis especially concerns the field-sequentia! displays, which distribute colours in 
time rather than in space. For example, the simultaneous presentation of red, green and blue sub
frames with luminanee Lr= 18 cd/m2

, Lg= 47 cd/m2
, and Lb = 6 cd/m2 on a typical CRI display will 

produce the white field with luminanee Lw = 18 + 4 7 + 6 = 71 cd/m2
; while the sequentia! presentation 

will produce the white field with luminanee Lw= (18 + 47 + 6) I 3 = 24 cd/m2
• Ihat is, to keep the 

perceived brightness levels the same the sequentia! presentation with three primaries should produce 3 
times more light than the simultaneous presentation. 

Low brightness contrast 

Ihe luminanee reproduced on the display determines not only the absolute brightness, but also the 
brightness contrast, i.e., the ratio between light and dark parts in the displayed image. Ihe loss of 
luminanee at any stage in the whole pathway from camera via transmission link up to the display unit 
might cause the loss of brightness contrast, and sequentially decrease perceived quality on displayed 
images. Ihe dependenee of perceptual image quality on brightness contrast is non-monotonie: 
perceived brightness contrast has an optimal value with respect to perceived image quality [17]. A lot 
of research has been done in order to establish the explicit relationship between the physical 
parameters of a display, perceived strength ofbrightness contrast, and overall image quality. 

A number of papers have been publisbed about the exponent of the power relation (gamma) between 
luminanee and brightness contrast [e.g. 18]. The papers deal with deriving a 'best-gamma' for displays 
and 'gamma-correction', i.e. modification of the displayed image in order to improve perceived 
contrast, which in turn might enhance the perceived quality. Although a relation has been found . 
between the 'effective' gamma, i.e., the slope of that part of the luminance-reproduction curve that is 
most frequently occupied, and the perceived brightness contrast [19], this parameter is not sufficient to 
predict the perceived brightness contrast for display applications. The physical contrast can also be 
modified by means of local, non-linear, adaptive processing, which can take place in the television 
sets, e.g. beam- and average current limiting, scan-velocity modulation, peaking, (local) histogram 
modifications, etc (see [20] for review). 

In order to predict the perceived brightness contrast from the physical image other objective criteria 
have to be found. For simple pattems two definitions may be used to describe the objective contrast. 
One is the Michelsen contrast definition for sinusoidal gratings: 
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CMichelson = (Lmax - Lmin) I (Lmax + Lmin) = ~L I (L + ~L ), 

and the other is the Weber fraction definition of contrast for uniform targets on a uniform background: 

Cweber = ~L I L 

For more complex images other contrast measures are used, like the RMS, local band-limited contrast, 
complex contrast, and so-called contrast-index. The contrast-index proposed by Kayargadde [21] was 
found to be a good model to estimate the perceptual brightness contrast of black and white images. The 
basic idea of the model is that the dynamic brightness range (change from black to white) in an image 
determines the perceived global brightness contrast. The dynamic range can be measured by the 
inverse of the slope of the cumulative brightness histogram. Estimations of the contrast-index correlate 
well with the perceived brightness contrast scores, both in the case of a grey-value image and in the 
case of a camera recorded luminanee image. The predictions of the model for the perceived brightness 
contrast of television images is, at this moment, less accurate because the contrast-index presumes a 
fixed relation between grey values and luminanee levels, which is definitely not the case for television 
sets. The evaluation of the known algorithms for predicting the perceived contrast of displayed images 
has been done by Teunissen [20]. Such algorithms can be used to enhance the brightness contrast, and 
predict the probability to see the Colour Flash Effect. 

Temporal artefacts 

Flicker 

Flicker is a perceptual phenomenon related to the ability of the visual system to detect variations of 
light over time. lf the light varia ti ons are rapid enough, there co mes a point when the individual flashes 
are perceived as a steady souree of light. This frequency, known as the critica! flicker fusion (CFF) 
frequency , is highly important for display design, because it indicates when the flicker turns to be 
unnoticeable. The main display parameters that affect CFF frequency are refresh frequency, 
luminance, display size and phosphor persistenee [22]. 

The refresh frequency (RF) of the display expresses the time it takes to draw an entire display screen in 
frames per second. lf the display RF is too low, the display will appear to flicker. To eliminate display 
flicker one can reduce the number of lines in the display that need to be refreshed in a single frame of 
time. However, the fewer the lines in a display, the less spatial information one can transmit to the 
user. To effectively reduce the number of lines that are refreshed without reducing spatial bandwidth, 
displays are often designed to alternately refresh the odd and even-numbered display lines. This 
technique, known as interlacing, will often eliminate flicker but can also produce undesirable visual 
phenomena, such as jitter. 

Another method for eliminating flicker is to increase the persistenee of flashing elements, e.g. CRT 
phosphors or LC cells. The long er the luminescence of flashing elements takes to decay, the greater the 
temporal overlap between successively-refreshed traces of the same pixel and the less likely that 
flicker will be detected. Increasing persistenee of flashing elements, however, makes it more likely that 
users will complain of motion blur and colour errors caused by incomplete LC switching. Except for a 
few extreme cases, increase op persistenee is not a very efficient way of reducing flicker. 
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Other factors that influence flicker perception are the display luminanee (as the luminanee increases, 
the response time of the eye is reduced and flicker becomes more apparent); the display size (the 
smaller screen, the lower CFF frequency); the stimulus position on the screen (flicker is more obvious 
in the peripheral visual field, which is better equipped to detect rapid motion); the type of eye 
movements (flicker is less obvious when the eyes are darting all around the screen than when fixated 
upon fine details); the polarity of contrast (users are more likely to detect flicker with the negative 
contrast, i.e. dark characters against a bright background, than with positive contrast, i.e. bright 
characters against a dark background); and age of the viewer (younger people are more sensitive to 
flicker than older on es). 

In general, one can reduce the probability that a display will appear to flicker by 1) increasing the 
refresh frequency, 2) decreasing the screen luminance, 3) decreasing display size, and 4) increasing the 
LC persistence. Practically, increasing RF is the most favourable strategy to eliminate the flicker, 
because the other three strategies typically affect other quality aspectsin a negative way. Basedon the 
work of Kelly [23], Farrell [24] developed a method to predict whether people will detect display 
flicker. The method is based on the assumption that if the absolute amplitude of the fundamental 
temporal frequency of the display luminanee modulation, Eobserved, is grated than a pre-determined 
frequency-dependent threshold value, Epredicted, then observers will perceive flicker. 

Eobserved = A (Lmax - Lmin) Amp(f) 

where A is the pupil area, Lmax and Lmin are the maximum and minimum luminanee from the screen, 
and Amp(f) is the amplitude coefficient of the fundamental frequency, which depends on the refresh 
frequency,f, and the time constant (spectra} peak decay time to 10%) ofthe phosphors. 

E - bf 
predieled - ae 

where a and b are constants depending on visual angle subtended by the display. For example, fora 
12" diagonal colour display, viewed from 45 cm with Lmax = 100 cd/m2

, Lmin = 10 cd/m2,f= 60Hz, A 
= 5.48 mm2

, and a slow P4 phosphor the Eobserved = 986.82 Trolands, and Epredicted = 258.58 Trolands. 
Seeing that Epredicted < Eobserved, one can conclude that the display will appear to flicker. The flicker can 
be avoided by increasing RF or decreasing Lmax· For more detailed description ofthis example and the 
metbod offlicker prediefion see [1]. 

Jitter 

Jitter is the perception of small unintended variations in the position of the lines due to interlacing. 
When characters are presented on an interlaced display users often complain that the characters appear 
to move or 'jitter'. Jitter, also referred as inter-line twitter, occurs when the pixels illuminated in one of 
the half-field frames appear to move into the vertically adjacent pixels in the other half-field frame. · 
Perception of jitter is a function of display contrast, viewing distance and size of display. The higher 
the display resolution and, consequentially, the smaller the distance between adjacent pixels, the less 
likely that users will complain of jitter artefacts. If the resolution of the display is high enough, users 
will not notice the fact that only altemate lines are updated at the refresh frequency. If the display 
resolution is too low, however, even lines in a uniform field stimulus will appear to jitter on this 
display [22]. 
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Spatial artefacts 

Low resolution 

Just as some aspects of human temporal sensitivity can be characterised by the amplitude modulation 
required to detect contrast that is varying sinusoidally over time, some aspects of human spatial 
sensitivity can be characterised by the amplitude modulation required to detect contrast that varies 
sinusoidally over space. The human spatial contrast sensitivity has the typical bandpass nature. People 
are most sensitive to spatial frequencies in the range of 4-8 c/degree of visual angle and cannot detect 
spatial frequencies beyond 60 c/degree. 

Farrell [22] has noticed, that the term 'spatial resolution' is sometimes misunderstood because many 
people use the term to refer to what engineers call display addressability (di stance between adjusted 
pixels). Contrary to popular conception, display resolution of digital displays is commonly described 
in terms of the display pixel point or line spread function or, conversely, the display modulation 
transfer function. To completely characterise the imaging capabilities of a display, it is important to 
specify both the pixel resolution and the display addressability. The literature abounds with image 
quality metrics basedon display resolution only, while the important and dramatic effects that display 
addressability has upon subjective display quality is usually ignored (but see [3]). 

To reduce the visibility of the display raster, one can increase pixel width until adjacent pixels merge. 
As the pixel width increase, however, altemate pixels will appear to merge and character blur will 
increase. Murch et al. [25] investigated the trade-off between display resolution and addressability and 
proposed a method for determining the best pixel width for any particular pixel spacing. They also 
presented a useful empirica! formula for predicting the modulation of a spatial frequency pattem 
created by displays. This formula, together with published human contrast sensitivity functions, can be 
used to determine whether the raster pattem would be invisible. 

The influence of resolution (6-dB cut-off frequency) on image quality was studied by Westerink [26]. 
The results of her experiments show that the angular resolution expressed in c/degree and the visual 
picture angle spanned by the display, each influence the image quality independently. Subjective 
quality increases with resolution, but saturates at a resolution of approximately 20 c/degree, which is 
considerably less than 60 c/degree, i.e., the acuity of the human visual system. Furthermore, there is a 
linear relationship between the subjective quality and the logarithm ofthe visual picture angle. 

Sampling disfortions 

Techniques have been developed to reduce the visibility of annoying sampling distortions such as the 
jaggies. These methods, often referred to as anti-aliasing or greyscale filtering techniques, effectively 
blur characters before the sampling process. The display addressability sets a limit on the spatial . 
frequencies the display can present. By filtering out frequencies greater than this limit (known as the 
Nyquist limit), one can eliminate the aliasing errors that result from undersampling an image. Thus, 
greyscale filtering refers to methods that first blur or filter high-resolution representations of characters 
and then sample the filtered representations at a lower resolution. Low resolution greyscale characters 
that are generated in this way do not have the sharp edges or the jaggies that are typical of low 
resolution binary characters generated by sampling unfiltered versions of the characters (see Farrell 
[22] fora review). 
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Unsharpness (blur) 

Sharpness is a very important perceptual attribute with re gard to image quality, because the relation 
between perceived sharpness and perceived image quality was found to be linear [4]. A metric has 
been deve1oped that prediets differences in perceptual sharpness from physical parameters extracted 
from CCD camera recordings of sine-gratings and step-profile test images [2]. The metric is a two-step 
model that uses the perceptual strengths of sharpness-related attributes on an intermediate level 
between the physical parameters and perceived sharpness. The data obtained from category sealing 
experiments indicate that perceptual strength of 'sharpness' can be described as a linear combination 
of the perceptual strengths of attributes 'detail rendering' and 'contour rendering'. It was found that 
differences in detail rendering correlate with differences in modulation depth of the sine gratings and 
that differences in contour rendering can be explained from the slope and overshoot parameters of the 
step-profiles. An estimation ofperceived image blur using edge features is also known [27]. 

Geometrical distortion 

A comprehensive research of the geometrical distortions has been recently done at IPO [28]. In this 
work the threshold values of several raster distortions (seagull, barrel and concave) have been 
determined. lt appears that the human visual system is very sensitive to geometrical transformations, 
which translates to thresholds of tenths of mm at full screen (28") sizes. In genera!, it was found that 
the thresholds at normal distance are much lower than expected. Especially the thresholds for seagull 
distortions are extremely low. Depending on used pattern: 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm for the maximal 
deviation from a straight line. This results explain complaints of customers towards seagull distortions. 
Besides the threshold values of the distortions, the level of annoyance of distortions has been examined 
and concluded that raster distartion specifications have to be improved. Apparently, geometrical 
distortions do not play a significant role in LCD displays. 

Perceptual trade-offs 

Each design option has perceptual and technica! trade-offs. For example, in order to eliminate flicker 
one might increase the refresh frequency at the cost of reduced spatial resolution. This, however, 
would increase the probability that users will detect character jitter. Eliminating flicker by increasing 
the display phosphor persistenee is also unfavourable, because this increases the probability that users 
will detect motion blur. High luminanee in the display is desirabie because brightness and brightness 
contrast increases with luminance, and because the higher the picture luminanee the less harrnful will 
be a given level of ambient illumination. However, flicker and the Colour Flash Effect are expected to 
become more noticeable as the luminanee rises. Since the CFE seems to be the most important artefact 
that has to be considered in the design of DV -CS-AMLCDs, the following experimental research was 
conducted to gain an insight into perceptual trade-offs between the CFE and other artefacts such as the 
low brightness of images. 
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Ex perimental investigation of the CFE 

Experiment 1 

Aim 
The experiment was aimed to 1) characterise the supra-threshold annoyance of the CFE, 2) compare 
the perceived annoyance of the CFE and the lack of brightness (LOB) artefact, 3) estimate the 
influence of the CFE and LOB artefacts on overall image quality. To this end, we manipulated 
perceived brightness of two natural and two text images by multiplying CIELUV lightness values of 
every pixel in the images with a sealing factor. 

Subjects 
Fourteen subjects, 7 females and 7 males, with no deficiencies in colour vision took part in the 
experiment. Their age varied between 20 and 27. They were students at Eindhoven University of 
Technology and had little or no knowledge of colour reproduetion technology. 

Images 
Two 352x240 parts of natural images taken from a Photo CD and two text images were chosen for the 
experiment. The images were described by their colour point distributions in the CIE 1976 L *u*v* 
(CIELUV for short) colour space through the sequentia! transformation of R, G, B grey values to 
absolute r, g, b luminanee values, then to the X, Y, Z tristimulus values, and, eventually, totheL *, u*, 
v* colour coordinates. The transformation into the CIELUV space was made by using standard 
formulae [ 13]. A new set of images was prepared by changing the CIEL UV lightness value, L *, for 
each pixel while the u*, v* colour coordinates were kept constant. Every image was manipulated four 
times. The CIELUV lightness values of the master (unprocessed) images were multiplied by sealing 
constants: 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.2. The resulting 16 images plus 4 original images composed a total set of 
20 pictures (see Appendix 2 forsome examples). 

Display 
No working DV -CS-AMLCDs are available. Hence, the colour sequentia! display was simulated on a 
CRT. The r, g, b sub-frames ofthe images were displayed by an Image Sequence Processor ISP500 of 
a Digital Video System on a high-resalution non-interlaced BARCO 20" colour monitor driven by a 
SUN-3/260 werkstation with field frequency 40Hz, i.e., frame frequency 120Hz. The CIE 1931 (x, y) 
chromaticity coordinates of the r, g, b monitor' s phosphors, measured by the Spectraradiometer 
SpectraScan PR-650, were: (xr, Yr) = (0.609, 0.347), (xg, Yg) = (0.304, 0.592), (xb, Yb)= (0.149, 0.071). 
The measurements were made for each phosphor at 255-level with the other two phosphors set at 0-
level. Reference white was D65 with CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (xw, Yw) = (0.313, 0.329). 
Screen luminanee measured by the Luminanee meter LMT L 1003 ranged from 0.03 cd/m2 for the 
'black' field (R=O, G=O, B=O) to 23.4 cd/m2 for the 'white' field (R=255, G=255, B=255). Note that 
the maximum luminanee was significantly lower than in the case of simultaneous presentation (about 
70 cd/m2

). 

Procedure 
The experiment was run in a dark room with a white dimly lit 2.5 cd/m2 background behind the 
monitor. The subjects were seated approximately 1.5 m in front of the screen. Other viewing 
conditions were in accordance with CCIR Recommendation 500-7 [29]. Before starting the experiment 
subjects studied instructions and adapted to the room illumination and screen luminance. They were 
demonstrated what is the CFE and then were shown a training series of 10 stimuli to establish intemal 
scale sensitivity to the stimulus range. All subjects observed the CFE. The instruction stated that the 
purpose of the experiment was to examine two perceptual artefacts: Colour Flash Effect (CFE) defined 
as 'the apparent break-up of colour during rapid eye/head movements', and Lack of Brightness (LOB) 
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defined as 'the apparent deficit of intensity in colour reproduction'. In the first session of the 
experiment the subjects had to judge the annoyance of CFE and LOB in the displayed images. To 
make the judgements they could use integer numbers: 0 (imperceptible), 1 (perceptible but not 
annoying), 2 {slightly annoying), 3 (annoying), and 4 (very annoying). In the second -sessi-on the 
subject judged the overall image quality defined as 'the degree to which you like the reproduetion of 
colours in the image' for the same set of images. The observers were asked to make their judgements 
using an eleven-point numerical category scale ranging from 0 (poor quality) to 10 (high quality). All 
20 images were randomly shown during the experiment. The images were displayed with a flexible 
timing until the subjects gave a response. 
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Figure 2: Perceived annoyance of the CFE and LOB derived jrom Experiment 1 for the 'landscape' (white 
circles), 'boys' (black circles), 'positive polarity text' (white squares), and 'negative polarity text' images (black 
squares). 

Results 
The raw data are presented in Appendix 3. The averaged results of the first session are shown in Figure 
2. Every point represents averaged scores over 14 subjects. Apparently, the strength of the annoyance 
for both the CFE and LOB artefacts depends on the brightness of the displayed images: the higher 
brightness of an image, the more annoying the CFE, and the less annoying the LOB. Of course, the 
dependenee ofthe LOB on image brightness is trivial. However, it is not trivial how strong the LOB is 
in comparison with the CFE. Figure 2 shows that in order to decrease perceived annoyance of the CFE 
down to level 1 (i.e., perceptible but not annoying) the brightness of displayed images should be . 
reduced by a sealing factor of 0.5 . This reduction will cause increase of the LOB up to level 2 (i.e., 
slightly annoying). 

On average, the subjects were slightly more tolerant to the CFE (averaged annoyance = 1.26) than the 
LOB (averaged annoyance = 1.52). The annoyance ofthe CFE is determined by the image content. It 
is strenger for the 'landscape' images than for the 'boy' images, presumably due to the high contrast 
between bright tower and dark sky in the 'landscape' picture. The annoyance of the LOB seems to be 
independent on the contents of the displayed images. 
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The experimental results ofthe second session are shown in Figure 3. Every point represents averaged 
scores over 56 trials (14 subjects * 4 scenes). Figure 3a demonstrates that the quality judgements ofthe 
displayed images can be described by an inverted U-shaped curve with an optimum value on the 
brightness scale. The optimum value is dose to the original {unprocessed) image. The overall ·quality 
deteriorates when brightness increases due to enlargement of the CFE annoyance (LOB constraint), 
and when brightness decreases due to enlargement of the LOB annoyance (LOB constraint). Since the 
two constraints conflict with each other, the overall quality, Oovera/1, can be modelled as a cernpromise 
between quality determined by CFE, QcFE, and by LOB, Qws: 

Qovera/1 = WJ Qwith CFE + Wz Qwith LOB 

where w1 and w2 are weighting parameters. If we assume an inversely linear relationship between 
quality and annoyance judgements, then 

Oovera/1 =a (1 - AcFE) + b (1 - Aws) + c 

where AcFE and Aws are annoyance of the CFE and LOB. The constants a, b, and c were determined 
by a linear regression analysis from annoyance/quality judgements of Experiment 1, and found to be 
equal -0.3, 2.1 , and 6.4 correspondingly. Figure 3b demonstrate that the correlation between the 
quality judgements and overall quality modelled as Qmodel = -0.3(1 - AcFE) + 2.1(1 - Aws) + 6.4 is 
high (r=0.95, F=303, p<0.001). The fact that constant a is smaller than b suggests that annoyance of 
the CFE has much lower impact on overall quality than the LOB has, and, therefore, annoyance of the 
CFE can not be simply reduced by decreasing image brightness. 
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Figure 3: Averaged quality judgments of disp/ayed image derived from Experiment 1 as a .function of (a) : 
brightness sealingjactor and (b) : Qmodel = -0.3(1 - AcFE) + 2.1(1 - Aws) + 6.4. See textfor details. 

Experiment 2 

Aim 
The experiment was aimed to investigate 1) the frequency with which 'naïve' observers would report 
a bout perceptual artefacts, in particularly the CFE, werking with a typ i cal PC display, 2) the 
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annoyance of the reported artefacts during special assignments, and 3) the difference between 
cbserver's judgements in 'light' and 'dark' environment. 

Subj-ects 
Eighteen subjects, 8 females and 10 males, with no deficiencies in colour vision and one male with 
colour deficiency took part in the experiment. Their age varied between 20 and 40. They were students 
and employers at Eindhoven University of Technology and had little or no knowledge of colour 
reproduetion technology. 

Images 
Ten pictures were chosen for the experiment. The pictures represented typical categories of images 
that can be seen by a display user: Netscape web pages, TV images, system windows etc. (see 
examples in Appendix 4). Five images contained 'positive' polarity text, i.e. bright letters on a dark 
background, and five images contained 'negative' polarity text, i.e., dark letters on a bright 
background. Due to technica! eenstrains original size of images was limited to 352x240 pixels, but in 
order to prevent a large black frame surrounding such small images on a display their size was 
adjusted by On-Screen-Display menu to match 17"screen. 

Display 
The r, g, b sub-frames of the images were displayed by an Image Sequence Processor ISP500 of a 
Digital Video System on a Philips 17 A Brilliance colour monitor driven by a SUN-3/260 werkstation 
with field frequency 50 Hz, i.e., frame frequency 150 Hz. Screen luminanee measured by the 
Luminanee meter LMT L1003 ranged from 0.1 cd/m2 to 21 cd/m2 in the 'dark' environment, and from 
8 cd/m2 to 34 cd/m2 in the 'light' environment. 

Procedure 
The first group of 10 subjects performed the experiment in the 'dark' environment, i.e., in a dark room 
with a white dimly lit 2.5 cd/m2 background behind the monitor. The second group of 9 subjects 
performed the experiment in the 'light' environment, i.e., with additional ambient illumination of 
fluorescent lamps from the ceiling. The resulting illumination, as measured in the middle ofthe display 
surface was about 500 lux, that is within the range of typical office illumination. The subjects were 
seated approximately 0.5 m in front of the screen. Before starting the experiment subjects studied 
instructions and adapted to the room illumination and screen luminance. The instructien stated that the 
purpose of the experiment was to examine visibility of perceptual artefacts that might occur in design 
of a new type of displays. During the experiment the subjects were asked to perferm three tasks. The 
first task was to fulfil a small assignment, e.g. to copy an extract from the displayed text (see Appendix 
5). This task was anticipated to stimulate eye/head movements that are crucial for the appearance of 
the CFE. The second task was to name any artefacts (if many, than the two most prominent) that were 
observed in the displayed images during fulfilling of the assignment. The third task was to judge the 
annoyance of the perceived artefacts (if any). The subjects were asked to make their judgements 
separately for each using the same scale as in Experiment 1: 0 (imperceptible), 1 (perceptible but not · 
annoying), 2 (slightly annoying), 3 (annoying), and 4 (very annoying). All 10 images were divided in 
four sequences that were randomly chosen for each subject before the experiment. The images were 
displayed with a flexible . timing until the subjects were ready to see the next image. After the 
experiment they were demonstrated what is the CFE and then were asked whether they 1) see the CFE 
in a demonstratien after the experiment, 2) saw the CFE during the experiment and reported about it, 
3) find the CFE to be annoying, 4) would reject to use a display with the CFE. 
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Table 1: Results of Experiment 2 
'in dark': averagedover 100 cases= 10 observers x 10 images 

'in light': averagedover 90 cases= 9 observers x 10 images 
'total': averagedover 190 -cases= 19 observers x 10 images 

name of the reported frequency annoyance frequency annoyance frequency annoyance 
artefact in dark in dark in light in light total total 

flicker (trembling) 36% 1.9 53% 2.1 44% 2.0 
unsharpness 15% 1.9 1% 2.0 8% 2.0 
(vague, hazy, blur) 
low resolution 7% 2.4 4% 1.3 5% 1.9 
(bad readability) 
colour flash effect 8% 2.3 4% 2.3 
(2 subjects) 
low contrast 4% 2 7% 1.3 5% 1.6 
low brightness 3% 2.7 2% 2.7 
horizontal 4% 1.8 2% 1.8 
movements 
high contrast 2% 2.5 1% 2.5 
N onuniformity 1% 1.0 0.5% 1.0 
colour shift 1% 1 0.5% 1.0 
spots in background 2% 2 1% 2.0 
poor tmage 1% 4.0 0.5% 4.0 
poor colour design 1% 2.0 0.5% 2.0 
black could be 1% 1 0.5% 1.0 
thicker 
letters have not the 1% 1 0.5% 1.0 
same height 

Table 2: Results ofthe interview after Experiment 2 (among 19 observers) 
Question Yes 

Did you see the CFE in a demonstration after the experiment? 100% 
Did you see the CFE during the experiment? 21% 
People that replied 'yes' in the previous question were asked: 
Did you see the CFE during the experimentandreport it in your data? 50% 
Do you find the CFE to be annoying? 58% 
Would you reject to use a display with the CFE under certain conditions 37% 
(e.g. in darkness)? 
Would you unconditionally reject to use a display with the CFE? 0% 

Results 

weight 
total 
88.0 
16.0 

9.5 

9.2 

8.0 
5.4 
3.6 

2.5 
0.5 
0.5 

2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
0.5 

0.5 

No 
0% 

79% 

50% 
42% 
63% 

100% 

The experimental results are summarised in Table 1; raw data are presented in Appendix 5. The most 
frequently reported artefacts were flicker (averaged annoyance 2.0), unsharpness (averaged annoyance 
2.0), low-resolution (averaged annoyance 1.9), colour-flash-effect (averaged annoyance 2.3), !ow
contrast (averaged annoyance 1.6), and low-brightness (averaged annoyance 2.7). To arrange the 
artefacts in order of 'importance' for design of a display, Table 1 presents the total artefact's weight, 
which was calculated by multiplication of the total frequency by total annoyance. lf an artefact is 
reported with frequency 100% and judged to be 'very annoying', its weight equals 400. If an artefact is 
not reported at all, or always judged to be 'perceptible but not annoying', its weight equals 0 or 1. 
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The highest artefact's weight of 88 was ebtairred for the 50 Hz flicker. The fact that it was reported in 
44% from 190 cases (10 images* 19 observes) and very often wasjudged to be disturbing at level3, 
i.e., annoying, indicates that the refresh frequency of the display system should be more than 50 
fields/sec. The unsharpness and low-resolution artefacts were prohably caused by blow-up ·of 352x240 
pixel images to match 17"screen, and on average they were equally annoying but less frequently 
reported than the flicker. As it was expected, the lew-contrast and low-brightness artefacts were more 
often reported with additional ambient illumination, which significantly decreases perceived brightness 
and contrast of displayed images, especially if the images are presented by the colour-sequential 
method. 

The CFE was less frequently reported than flicker at 50 Hz, but it was judged to be more annoying. 
The CFE was seen by 4 from 19 'naive' observers (about 20%). Two ofthem reported about the CFE 
in the experimental protocol and two ethers saw it but did not report about it. Two observers who 
reported about the CFE did not see the CFE in every image. The total frequency of mentierring the 
CFE in the whole experiment is 8 times (about 4%) from 190 cases (10 images* 19 observes). Three 
out of four subjects who saw the CFE performed the experiment under 'dark' conditions. Only one 
observer saw the CFE under 'light' conditions. He saw some colour flashes when pointing toanother 
artefact but did notreport about it. All subjects (including one subject with colour deficiency) saw the 
CFE when they were explicitly asked to move their eyes/head and look at some bright parts of images. 
This demonstratien was dorre after the experiment under 'dark' conditions. In the 'light' condition the 
CFE had almest entirely disappeared. 

In order to give a quantitative explanation of the results ebtairred for the CFE, we measured Michelsen 
Contrast: 

MC = (Lstimulus- Lbackground) / (Lstimulus + Lbackground) 

of five areas in the images for which the subjects reported the CFE (see these areas in Appendix 4). 
The values ofMC ranged from 0.69 to 0.99 (average is 0.91) for the 'dark' condition and from 0.30 to 
0.62 (average is 0.45) for the 'light' condition. Therefore, the averaged MC value was well above the 
averaged MC threshold calculated from the Baren's data (0.82 ± 0.14) for the 'dark' condition, but not 
for the 'light' condition. This can be the reasen why the probability to see the CFE was much lower 
when the additional illumination was used in the experiment. Although the CM threshold calculated 
from the Baren's data corresponds to different experimental condition and might depend on 
background luminance, it probably can be utilised as a tirst-order predietien whether a region of an 
image can produce the CFE. 

It should be noted that the 'light' condition reduces not only the 'inner' contrast (i.e., contrast inside 
the image) but also 'outer' contrast (i.e., contrast between the image and monitor housing). A simple 
strategy to decrease the outer contrast even further is to make a monitor housing from highly reflecting . 
(e.g. white) materials. 

An interview after the experiment and demonstratien of the CFE revealed that subjects were divided in 
their opinion about the CFE. The first group (58%) considered the CFE to be annoying and some 
subjects (37%) would reject to use a display with the CFE under certain conditions (e.g. in dark). The 
secend group (42%) judged the CFE to be not annoying and would not reject to use a display with the 
CFE even in the dark environment. None of the subjects would unconditionally reject to use a display 
with the CFE. A lot of observers, however, reported that it is difficult to judge about general 
annoyance of the CFE on the basis of this experiment. They indicated that their dissatisfaction might 
increase after using such displays for a longer time, and with moving images. 
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Concluding remarks and recommendations 

The first part of this report contains a review of some colour-, brightness-, temporal-, and spatial
impairments that have to be addressed in the design of any new type of display, particularly in the 
design of Direct-View Colour-Sequential Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Displays (DV-CS-AMLCDs). 
The general strategy to deal with these artefacts can be divided into three steps: 1) to understand the 
physical factors that determine the artefact, 2) to find a perceptually desirabie salution (i.e. salution in 
principle), and 3) to find a technically feasible salution (solution in practice). Some of perceptual 
artefacts, general solutions and practical recommendations for the design of the DV -CS-AMLCDs are 
given in Table 3. Most of the artefacts, but not the Colour Flash Effect (CFE) can be avoided by 
modern technology. 

Table 3: List of perceptual artefacts that have to be addressed in general display design 
Perceptual Technica! cause General salution Specific recommendation for DV-
symptom CS-AMLCDs 

Colour Low temporal resolution 1. Decreasing display luminanee 1. Increasing number of primaries 
break-up during rapid 2. Decreasing display size up to 4 (red, green, blue, white) 

a) eye/head movements 3. Increasing number of primaries 2. Using white frame for monitor 
b) object movements 4. Using white monitor housing housing 

5. Using the 'pixel at a time' 3. Applying DV-CS-AMLCDs in 
sequentia! scan design illuminated environment 

White Impraper choice of the Changing the reference white White point should be possible to 
unbalance reference white manipulate, if not, than set to 

5500K- 6500K 
Gamut Gamut deficiency due to: 1. Increasing primary's saturation Careful choice of primaries, 
errors a) unsaturated primaries 2. LC switching about 90-95% it should provide: 

b) incomplete LC 3. Increasing colourfulness 1) maximum colour gamut, 
switching through image pre-processing 2) maximum cover of colour 

distribution in nature 
Colour Tempo ral/ spa ti al/ channel Increasing Careful design of the spatial and 

shift instability and temporal/spatial/channel stability temporal arrangements of flash 
dependenee andindependence lamps 

Low F or FS displays, primary Increasing 
brightness colours are distributed in Increasing display luminanee 1) intensity of flash lamps 

time rather than in space 2) extent of lamp flash period 
Flicker Low temporal resolution 1. Increasing refresh frequency Refresh frequency should be at least 

2. Decreasing display luminanee 60 fields/sec. 
3. Decreasing display size 

Jitter a) Low spatial resolution, 1. Increasing spatial resolution lf possible, to avoid interlacing . 
b) interlacing 2. Avoiding interlacing 

The secend part of the report presents an experimental research of the supra-threshold influence of the 
CFE on perceived annoyance and overall quality ofthe displayed images. Firstly, the experiments have 
demonstrated that the CFE is not a very obvious artefact: it was noticed by only 20% of 'naïve' 
observers and reported in 4% from all possible cases. Secondly, once noticed, the CFE might cause 
different judgements depending on a particular observer from 'perceptible, but not annoying' to 'very 
annoying'; the average judgement is close to 'slightly annoying'. Thirdly, an 'artificial' reduction of 
luminanee and luminanee contrast by pre-processing of images significantly decreases the probability 
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to see the CFE, but it also largely deteriorates perceived quality of the displayed images. Fourthly, the 
'natural' reduction of luminanee and luminanee contrast by using an additional ambient illumination 
seems to be a very efficient strategy to diminish the CFE. It should be noted, however, that the 
experiments were done with static images and only during a short period of observation. To test 
whether the same results are valid for moving images and a long period of observation, more research 
is needed. 

To conclude, the colour sequentia! method of presentation with three primary colours can be 
recommended for a relatively small, not very bright display, which is usually observed in high 
illuminated environment (e.g. a notebook display). This method can not be recommended fora large 
bright display, which are usually observed in a dark environment, because in such condition 
probability to be annoyed by the CFE is increased. F or such condition we recommend to use a 
sequentia! method with more than three primary colours (see Appendix 1). 

Summary 

This report contains a review of some colour-, brightness-, tempora!-, and spatial-impairments that 
have to be addressed in the design of Direct-View Colour-Sequential Active Matrix Liquid Crystal 
Displays (DV-CS-AMLCDs). The main challenge ofthe DV-CS-AMLCDs is to prevent colours from 
'breaking-up', i.e. separating into individual colour components, which leads to the Colour Flash 
Effect (CFE). The CFE is caused by rapid eye/head/body movements. Since the peak velocity of these 
movementscan be very high (e.g. up to 500 deg./sec. for eye saccades), the CFE can never be entirely 
avoided. Therefore, the main efforts should be concentrated on how to reduce the probability of the 
CFE to be apparent to observers. In general, the CFE is most apparent if a colour area in an image 
satisfies the following two conditions: 1) the colour area has a high luminanee in at least two primary 
channels (for instanee yellow consists of large amounts of red and green), and 2) the colour area has a 
relatively dark surround. The first way to reduce appearance of the CFE is to increase the number of 
primary channels (e.g. by an additional fourth primary). The second way to reduce appearance of the 
CFE is to decrease brightness contrast (e.g. by additional ambient illumination). 

Experimental research described in this report has shown that the CFE 1) depends strongly on 
brightness contrast of an image; 2) is not a very obvious effect for 'naïve' observers; 3) can be 
considerably masked by ambient illumination; 4) once noticed, might be judged as 'annoying' by at 
least halve of observers. It should be noticed that these conclusions are made on the basis of 
experiments with a simulation of colour sequentia! display on a CRT, static images, and short-time 
task. More perceptual research should be done with 1) a working DV -CS-AMLCDs, 2) movmg 
images, 3) long-time task that includes a user-system-interaction (e.g. PC-mouse movements). 

From perceptual point of view, the prospects for the DV -CS-AMLCDs might be good for laptop 
monitors (because of a low probability to see the CFE due to relatively small, not very bright screens, 
which are usually observed in high illuminated environment), and are less favourable for desk-top 
monitors and television sets (because of a large probability to see the CFE due to wide bright screen, 
which can be often observed in a dark environment). The use of the DV -CS-AMLCDs in a moving 
environment (e.g. in a car) in inadvisable. 
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Appendix 1 

(Colour Sequential displays with more than 3 primaries) 



Color Sequentia! displays with more than 3 
. . 

primaries 

Jean-Bernard Martens & Sergeij Yendrikhovskij 

IPO- Center for Research on User-System Interaction 

P.O.Box 513 

5600 MB Eindhoven 

Tel. 31-40-2475208 

Fax. 31-40-2434582 
E-mail jbm@ipo.tue.nl 

1. Intrad uction 

1 

Conventional LCDs (Liquid Crystal Displays) use an array of light modulating li

quid crystal elements to generate images. A (white, continuous) backlighting is 

typically used as the primary light source. Color is obtained by combining color 

filters with the individual LCD elements. This implies that three times as many 

LCD elements (as in the case of monochrome images) are required to genera te co lor 

images. Such convential LCD displays are well-established and currently employed 

in many applications (for instance, in notebook displays, in projection and direct 

view TV systems, etc). 

A potentially interesting alternative approach, which reduces the number of re

quired LCD elements, and correspondingly also the number of driver circuits, is 

called color sequentia! LCD (CS-LCD). In CS-LCD, the images for each of the 

primary colars are generated consecutively on the LCD display, and the images are 

briefiy fiashed with a pulsed coloured light source. The colars of these light sourees 

typically correspond to the red, green and blue primaries. This system relies on the 

fact that the human visual system is not able to resolve the individual colors, and 

hence integrates the sequences of primary colars into the intended complex colors. 

The major drawbacks of the approach are of course that the LCD has to be operated 

at a higher speed, and that the light sourees need to be pulsed. A feasibility study 

for CS-LCD is currently undertaken at NatLab. 

Color sequentia! display is also used in some projection systems. In this case, 

separate color images are generated for each of the primaries (by conventional means, 
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i.e., at conventional frame rates and for instanee using separate LCD displays), but 

the displayed output alternates between these primary images by mechanica! means 

(su.ch as .a r.otating mirror). The main advantage in this case is that all images pass 

through the same optical system (so that system can for instanee be made more 

compact). The effect is that the primary images are again presented sequentially to 

the observer. 

A common perceptual problem of all color sequentia! display systems is that 

colors in the display temporarily desintegrate into primary colors during rapid eye 

movements (so-called color flash effect). Because of the rapid eye movements, the 

primary colors that contribute to a complex color fall onto separate positions of 

the human retina. The complex color is therefore temporarily decomposed into its 

primary colors, so that the observer sees short color flashes of primary colors. Given 

the high peak veloeities that can be obtained during eye movements (up to 500 

degrees of visual angle per second), it is almost impossible to avoid this effect (for 

instanee by increasing the frame rate) . Only the luminanee and the contrast seem 

to have a noticeable influence on the color-flash effect. Of course straightforward 

reduction of color and contrast would deteriorate the displayed image. Therefore, 

we propose an alternative remedy, i.e., the use of more than three primary colors. 

In this way, we can reduce the color flash effect without reducing the contrast and 

brightness of the image. 

2. Color-flash effect 

In order to analyse the color-flash effect m some more detail, we concentrate on 

a specific case in which the effect is very pronounced, i.e. , a white bar displayed 

on a black surround. The white color has significant contributions from all three 

primaries red, green and blue. During rapid eye movements, the white bar will 

separate into red, green and blue bars, because different parts of the retina perceive 

the different colors. The luminanee differences of the primary colors with the black 

surround determine how well these colored bars are perceived. The distances from 

the white bar at which these colored bars are perceived are determined by the eye 

velocity. 

Now suppose we included a fourth primary color in the color-sequential display, 

and that this fourth primary is white. Because the white bar now corresponds to a 

primary color, it can no longer give rise to the color-flash effect. 

More generally, if a colored area in an image satisfies the following two conditions: 

1. the co lor has a high luminanee in at least two (of the three) primary channels 

(for instanee yellow consists of large amounts of red and green), and 

2. the color has a (partially) dark surround (i.e., low luminance), 
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then the edge of the colored area can decompose in colored areas against the dark 

surround during fast eye movements (if the eye moves in the direction from color to 

<lark surround). An ad<litional -fourth primary -can -siginifantly reduces the numher 

of colors that have a large luminanee in more than one primary. Since white ( and 

gray) is one of the most frequently occurring colors in displays, it seems natural to 

choose the fourth primary to be white. Of course , more that four primaries can help 

to even further reduce the color-flash effect. 

3. Color-sequential display with an additional white 
. 

pr1mary 

As an example of how such a color sequentia! display with multiple primaries could 

be implemented, we discuss here the case of using four primaries (red, green, blue 

and white) on an additive display. 

The color intheinput is represented by three values (R, G, B) , where the display 

is typically calibrated such that R = G = B for white. In case of an additive display 

(such as a monitor or LCD) the (X, Y, Z) color coordinates conesponding to input 

coordinates (R, G, B) are approximately given by 

l ~ l ~ h,(R) lil + h,(G) l ~ l + h,(B) l?: l ' (1) 

where (Xn Yr, Zr), (X9 , Y9 , Z9 ) and (Xb, Yb, Zb) represent the color coordinates of 

the red, green and blue primaries respectively, and hr(R), h9 ( G) and hb(B) denote 

the monotonously increasing non-linear input-output characteristics between grey 

values and luminances of the primaries. 

The above relationship can be rewritten to include a contribution from a white 

primary (with grey value W for all primaries), i.e., 

l ~ l [~(R)- h,(W)J lil + [h,(G)- h,(W)J l ~ l 
+ [h,(B)- h,(W)J ·l ?: l 

+ h,(W) lil +h,(W) ·l ~ l +h,(W) ·l?: l (2) 

The first three terms correspond to the new red, green and blue primary contri

butions (with reduced luminance), while the latter three terms together define the 

contribution of the white primary. 
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Because there is a lower limit to the contribution of the primaries, the above 

equation is only valid provided that 

hr(R) > 2 · hr(O) 

h9 (G) > 2 · h9 (0) 

hb(B) > 2 · hb(O) 

(3) 

These conditions can easily be translated in lower bounds for the individual input 

coordinates: R 2:: Rmin , with Rmin = h:; 1(2 hr(O)) (similarly for green and blue). 

Values for which R < Rmin or G < Gmin orB < Bmin cannot be converted to four 

primaries. However, since these colors have low luminance, they typically do not 

give rise to the color flash effect anyhow. 

The output color is unchanged for all choices 0 :S W :S Wmax, with 

The maximum reduction in the value of the red, green and blue primaries is obtained 

by choosing W = Wmax· Higher values of W would require a contribution for at 

least one of the primaries that is below the lower limit. 

If hr(R), h9 (G) and hb(B) are much larger than hr(O), h9 (0) and hb(O), re

spectively, then a good approximation is Wmax ~ min(R, G, B). If the conversion 

to four primaries is only applied in cases where the grey values (R, G, B) are well 

above (Rmin, Gmin, Bmin), then the accuracy of this approximation will most often 

be adequate. 

Once the value for W has been chosen, then the new grey values (R, G, B) for 

the red , green and blue primaries are obtained through 

G 

B 

h;1 (h9 (G)- h9 (W)) 

hï;1 (hb(B)- hb(W)) 

(5) 

Knowledge of the display nonlinearities is hence required to make this conversion. 

If this knowledge is not explicitly available, then we will have to resort to an ap

proximate (standardized) characteristic. For instance, the nonlinearities can often 

be approximated by a power law 

(6) 

with a known exponent 'Y. 
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(Examples of images used in Experiment 1) 



Th is is ju st a silly text... 
Th is is ju st a silly text... 
Th is is ju st a silly text... 
Th is is ju st a silly text... 
Th is is ju st a silly text... 

LFF_ 
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(Raw data of Experiment 1) 



Experiment ( coloor artefacts) 

This is an experiment about estimation of two perceptual artefacts that have to be addressed in 

design of colour sequentia! displays: a) colour flash effect and b) lack of brightness. 

Colour flash effect (CFE) is defined as 

the apparent break-up of colour during rapid eyelhead movements 

Lack ofbrightness (LOB) is defined as 

the apparent deficit of intensity in colour reproduetion 

Y ou will be presented with a series of images in irregular order. In the first experiment you have 

to judge the annoyance of CFE and LOB in these images. Please assign numbers in such a way 

that they reflect your subjective impression of annoyance. You may use all integer numbers 

from 0 to 4: 

0 - imperceptible 

1 - perceptible but not annoying 

2 - slightly annoying 

3- annoying 

4 - very annoying 

In the second experiment you have to judge the quality of the same images. Quality is defined as 

the degree to which you like the reproduetion of colours in the image 

Please assign numbers in such a way that they reflect your subjective impression of quality. Y ou 

may use all integer numbers from 0 to 10: 

0 - poor quality 

10- high quality 

Thank you very much for your participating in the experiments! 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 2 .. z 6 
2 0 0 5 
3 1 -1 s:::> 

4 3 0 'i 
5 Lt 0 6 
6 ;(, 1 5 
7 0 0 6 
8 3 1 ~ 
9 ~ 0 2 
10 :t 1 3 
11 1 1 3 
12 2.. 3 2 
13 ·1 0 -:f 
14 2 0 s 
15 3 0 -~ 
16 :z_ 0 6 
17 0 () 1-1 

18 -1 1 ~ 
19 3 0 ti 
20 ö s 1 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB 
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Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 ') 

.:::> 3- g 

2 ~ .2_ 2 
3 2. 

....., 

3 -,.::_ 

4 3 2 (j 

5 y ~ g 
6 3 z S' 
7 1 2. ~ 
8 L( 1 J 
9 '{ 1 q_ 
10 > 1 9-
11 1 4 3> 
12 ~ ~ '2... 
13 2 2. '8 
14 2_ ~ .-
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15 rz 2.. Lt / 

16 ·~ J '> ~· 

17 2 ~ $-" 
18 'l 3 vf <-. 
19 G( ~ (~ 
20 {) V <._ 
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Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 2 ') 
'-- ·1-

2 I' 2 3 J 

3 0 ( {0 
4 lt () _i;_ 

5 0 0 9 
6 3 I 3 
7 I 2 9 
8 l 2 J 
9 3 j Lf 
10 1., a 2 
11 I 3 :~ 
12 () L-f J-
13 '1- ~I ~ 

14 2.. f 6 

15 .. '- ( 3 
16 ! ( s-
17 c l /) 
18 c ·z 3 
19 k I 3 
20 c f l-f 
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Table 1: Response~ c ·- ) ( j)~,(/1//;t.i. ~ •7 ·- vC11 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 ~û j ~ 
2 I 2 y 
3 I ) l( -
4 3 I r? 
5 l'1 0 f> 
6 ) ~ ~. ....__ 

7 ~ 
t 

1. /., 
8 3 () f, 
9 3 0 ~ 
10 2 ~2 r:z 

I 

11 0 y ct 
12 0 1'1 ~ 
13 3 0 0 , 
14 2 t ~ 
15 2 0 R 
16 i d 7-
17 '3 , () 
18 l ~ 5 
19 l 1 (; 
20 () y 1. 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 0 .2. y 
2 0 2._ s-
3 è) 3 s-
4 ( 2 6 
5 f ' 7 
6 0 2_ 17 
7 ê) I ~7 
8 0 I '7 
9 0 I ~b 

10 I r è} 
11 0 :3 Lf 
12 0 3 2_ 

13 D 2. ~ 
14 

' t -'e 
15 0 I 8 
16 i <. 7 
17 0 I 7 
18 0 2 

~6 

19 0 z.. ~6 
20 0 3 .3 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance ofLOB quality 

1 0 t} C? 
2 0 ~ ~ ,..: . ._/ 

,~·) 
r·-, 

:f 3 r· 
./ ..,/' 

4 2 J J ---
5 1 i !J 
6 { 0 !i 
7 0 f_ ~ 
8 Ij r') 5 ...::..__", 

9 1 ~ 0 
10 1 v 6' 
11 0 1 0 
12 0 _'( 0 
13 -::{_ c2./ 1( 
14 0 () :j 
15 3 J/ 1--
16 ~ 1 1:; ._....... 

17 d. :f_ l/ 
18 o& 0 .& 
19 ~- 3 0 
20 0 L; 0 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 0 2. 2 
2 0 ~· j_ 
3 0 3 5 
4 3 0 ~j-

5 I 0 /0 
6 3 0 I; 
7 0 I G 
8 0 2. 2 
9 0 0 ·:r-' 

10 I 0 10 
2. () 

.-
11 !J 
12 0 3 0 
13 0 0 r; 
14 2- 0 !J'"' 
15 2 z_ Cf 
16 0 i g 
17 0 () .!J-
18 2 {) b 
19 2_ 2_ 

..--
{) 

20 0 2. 1 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 ./ ~ 2. 
2 1 d t; 
3 1 < 1 
4 ij 3 '/ 
5 3 3 [2 
6 3 3 ?5 
7 -1 3 ::; 
8 7' ~ 6 
9 3 ~ 9 
10 ~ Lj § 
11 () -1 2__ 

12 I f 1 
13 -1 '-! Ä' 
14 2. ~ 1-
15 tr 3 3 
16 $ _g f-
17 (0 53 -1-
18 (} 2 f 
19 l> 2 3 
20 <f) i --3 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 0 0 9 
2 0 .2. 0 
3 0 1 ~ 
4 1 0 8 
5 r 0 g 
6 1 0 7 
7 0 -{ 7-
8 0 3 s-
9 D 0 ~0 
10 / 0 ~0 
11 0 2. 7-
12 0 3 L( 

13 0 1 g 
14 { 0 K 
15 0 3 +-
16 I 0 !0 
17 0 ,( ..9 
18 0 0 !0 
19 (!) 2 ~ 

20 0 2 3 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 0 0 5 
2 4 cf_ 0 
3 3 cfL-- D 
4 0 I 6 
5 {) D !0 
6 {) I 6 
7 3 1 3 
8 0 / g 
9 !1-- 0 ~ 
10 {) {) g 
11 0 0 5 
12 J_ {) ~ 
13 @ 0 6 
14 I 0 6 
15 0 I cf 
16 I I Jj 
17 J__ ct/ ~5 
18 J- 1 Lj 
19 I J- s 
20 3 jL j._ 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number 
. ~ .{........, ... , 

annoyance of CFE 
~ e>. en;{] . 
annoyance o LOB quality 

1 ~ 0 b 
2 0 I q 
3 

0 0 L\ 
4 \ 0 6 
5 2.. ö ~ 
6 ( 0 6 
7 CJ 0 s 
8 \ 0 4 
9 (\ () ;J 
10 9 () 8 
11 () '] '6 
12 0 /\ b 
13 In '0 ~0 
14 0 0 ~ 
15 2 ~ 'i> 
16 I () f3 
17 0 0 h 

~-

18 0 <}__ 4 
19 ? () 5' 
20 Ti 0 b 
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stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 I 5 y_ 
2 0 z_ ') 

3 I 0 s ""--

4 y {:? I 
5 '2 c; · .. } ,. 

6 I I / 
7 é ( -;;-
8 2 I 7 
9 I 0 -::;-
10 J 0 9 
11 6 J h 
12 () '-/ 2., 
13 (_( c5 ;; 
14 () C!J 1 
15 () 2 I~ 

16 () () 1<,'1 

17 I 0 i 
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Table 1: Responses 

stimulus number annoyance of CFE annoyance of LOB quality 

1 2-. 3 '-1 
2 1 4 3 
3 1 3 '-1 
4 ~ ~ D 
5 4 2. -::t 
6 1 Q. -::). 
7 D J LJ 
8 2.. 1 '6 -9 2. 2 !::/ 
10 7 1 -rf 
11 0 3 u 
12 0 L-J 3 
13 2. s !) 

14 ·2 2.. 6 
15 ~ 1 t; 
16 3 2 S" 
17 1 s '-1 
18 2 ~ s 
19 :L 2.. ' .. 1:::? 
20 0 :S 5 
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(Examples of images used in Experiment 2) 
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(Raw data of Experiment 2) 



Experimental instruction 

This is an experiment about visibility of perceptual artefacts that might occur in design of a new 

type of display. 

Y ou will be presented with a series of images. Y our first task is to fulfil a small assignment, i.e. 

to copy an extract from the text in these images. Y our second task is to name any artefacts in 

the images during fulfiling of the assignment. Y our third task is to judge how strong and 

annoying the perceived artefacts (if any) are. You may report your judgments for each artefact 

separately using all integer numbers from 0 to 4: 

0 - I did not see any artefacts 

1 - I saw a perceptible but not annoying artefact 

2 - I saw a slightly annoying artefact 

3 - I saw an annoying artefact 

4 - I saw a very annoying artefact 

Thank you very much for your participating in the experiments! 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus · 
number 

name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 
task 

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

copy the web. address: * / L ,· c k.Q v- '""J 
jlle ... -----------------------.. ; ' 1 1 ) 1 ,J~ . . 1 IL o<; Lvvv u".e-Ju..., ' I tÏ f'Oi~{. l r.J~"el? """"'"" /1<'\VVV/(.Vl[Tv--L 

2 copy the 4th line from the top: 

leee~.f' 1 -é" '""'r 1 _ Gt~pc(..4h 
t - ct./O (J( (...+v 1 -~J h d .. <-'{ s-

3 copy the first line: 

U .~v·..f be (Od·<~ : 1 2 '1 û.J 1 

~IV\ w{ ") I 0 - 'S - J 7 
4 copy the first web. address: 

r http .. . 1 I L 0 6 '1 ~ 8 
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.~ f-1- f' ·, I/ VV' w w . f ( I 1'\ a_ t-l!> •1 ,Qd "'! 
""" h~r r V"'l ,__;{ I bi?) ) 
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• F é 11-r~ll..-Z- )ï 'JlL ~t: S 

• b""'- 'l'érJ~ ï lOr-' S 

• ffl J rJ Y) (.) )J flf s 
• )jNJn'ft. (.An5 
• 

7 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
HONKBAL ... 

g .1[: '- kJ t"tn 1 
----l---------------r--

iL;c.~V't] 
----tJ-;r-~~---
,~ 

IL, c.. k.l v- u 1 ., 
--{---------------~---

t-} tu-k f1t_ 6 wd.(. 
0 ['-< .J 1n 6Jj ~-~ ( urru.r"~:J1 

8 

9 

10 

copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 

k/ ··~ I I """J h~ F f)(J c;(. 2 S3S-t 
-..., b '"S -.,., t. '3 

copy the text and tel. number: 
Bel . .-:h.4 "'"''-\.. r~' ) c'f(&v(i 

D6 -6oL6 
COJ?Y the text after Input Image: 
I .. t- lAAf- M., t IJ-, ~W'{_ I 

y.e-v.. c.Jr-1 k ;, ~~y.J c. ie Je 10 . ;< 11 . . 

(L-rct&.v-,n 7 
-----------------------

< ' ..t, "' .. I_ 
»r ·~ 

-----------~--------------

______ ;? ___________________ _ 

3 

-----------~--------------
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stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 4th linrfrom the top: J •• rf -------~------------- () 
kl .. '-::. e -e/). p ~ c.>rllfl 1 - evspc(, T ----------------------------
1 -a1p_:(:rv i -5Indtr} .r-~9{rq 

2 copythetextafterlnyu~ma~: . f~A~- -------~------------------1 t.~nT/ ~~ I <• fiM ··~e~ I 
tfe/e 10. ~V 

3 copy the topics under orange bullets: 
• 'f~~ s.Aë-W~ a '1 ~ '!-. -~r-e~~ ----~~~~----- ----------------------------
-~1~ 
• ~~ 

~WJ t • ~ 
4 copy the text and tel. m~m~ 0 c} 

Bel NJ... \MfY\ j~ , · .-- ----------------------- ----------------------------
a6---otJzV 

5 copy the first web. ~ddr~ss: d , j-v-- {{_~ ---------~------------------http -:// 1.v I)./ U/ -pnnce tt;n · e, u --~ -- --------~----
J~)/bhj 

6 copy the first line: 
1 2-- .:togtr ~L:, 4M- 2-u &;vJ( 6.e~ke-.. - ~~~----- ----------------------------

to ~ ;.,-- 51 

7 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 
ll2 (Pt tt tt !1-' ~~-------- --------~----------------

8 copy the ~ddreste{ J / ~~ \ file ,//I - I fÏJó' .... wwVJ 
--~-- ----------------------------

~_)( -fir h?/ 2 
9 copy the first sentence of 4_th l?aragraph: 

(/ 

u·~ \ 
HONKBAL .7. IW..-.k F'k~ -~ ---~---~~--------- -- ----------------------------
'i:.!J"' ó g~ ~--- 1o1ve ~f.M--~u-5-e,[ ,..,_ ~./0 

10 copy the 2nd liwm theJP.ttom: ---~--- ---------~--------------kJ~/~ AA (L ,-Lt-hhj-;,,~ 

~ . 
( 



L 

Table 2: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the text after Input Image: 

fr<~~~~ ----~~-------------------/.: .A..A I 
I t\'Y\ ti: -~:t / hom.e. u fAAolrÎ L<

1 

I r'vnMfS I cF e I/ .12- toA" x V 
copythetextandtel.n~01be~ .j ' 

2 
___________ !:'-~----- 0 Bel.f'MA. VOO')~ ----------------------------

(!) (,.., - CO ·L.b 
3 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 

~k~()--- '2. 
kJ .. ~ c0wf Ir VV}~ bot F itA01 ----------------------------

QÇ9<j~ - Vlb ~ ·-'(1 i 3 
4 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: ~· HONKBAL.--:: M~ YY1c. GV\JlAe. ~1)-- _______________ l ____________ 

')~ ~/\ b~)Q 
5 copy the topi~s unde;' orange bullets: flliu_9d-_J 1 -"'-. t~ ':)bt)~ ----------------------------

. er-e~~) 
• ~,bt jp~.!?5 
• ~ COVVVIS 
• c~u~~~s 

6 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 
-------~-~--------- D 

... l\ ~ 8 b lltvt8 ----------------------------

7 copy the first web. address: 

1 -~-/ll&o http :..11 't;.J w vJ . ?r\ V\c..e. tCV\ .~tA ________ ) ___________________ 

A; hrA.YlV\C<oll hbS I 
8 copy the first line: 

~a-V ----~---------------------u.~~ ~~ \L.40~U 
SVv-~ lo--S- q").. ~ 

9 copy the 4th line from the-top: . . 
__________ J:2_~------Ieee .t;. ~ Ç - CoVV' ~ \ ets~t-l-->1 --------~-----------------

-cts ~bv 1 - 4-::"'olrd ç- c;p, ~Ct 
10 copy the web. address: { / 

V 
~ 

file~.{( he~/ \(-bWeb WWW -Fa- ----------------------------

\rtrÁPX' ~tvvtf 



L 

Table 1: Responses 

stimulus name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the web. address: Jf~ file ... : fï ~I Dpo "-"' .e~ / w ~#v,; ---------------~------------ ------------------
~~~ 

2 copy the 4th line from the top: 0 Ieee~~ r! --~ 1- rM>f&kt,1 -------------------------- ----------------------------
I~ eft-~tru/ ç --~ ~ 

3 copy the first line: ~ J!~ -------------~--------U.b~- !:>vz.o : I#{Cf3 f' 
-----------------------

q, 1..<--w/f{ I 0 -)- q 1-
4 copy the first web. address: 

~ __ /!__~~~---- ~ hup ;:;;www. p? r."~'-1· 
-/\. ~~ /bhsj 

----------------------------

5 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 0 ---
... tl ~ Pt 1(4.P ----------------------- ----~-----------------------

6 cop~s under ~ra_?ge bullets: 
• - - >-foL..~ j/vlut I • 0f~·~kJ~ 
~~ -- ~~ 

----------------------- ----------------------------
• 
• ~~ Wv<-~ 

• Û[) ' V1.-V en ~eJ.- Lvt,-t? 
7 copy the first sentence of 4th ~aragraph: ~~~ -------------~-----------HONKBAL ... fio_,-v{ /IA c: t.-v JL-( -~--------------------
~ ~ ·'jh {; g >-be. 

8 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: __ r[~~~~) ____ 3 
ki:C~!z.~ b<CL FA4&v)5'f51 ----------------------------

-VlD ~-VI:_.~ 

9 copy the text and tel. number: 0 
o/f'-e-de --Bel .. VU-] Vc-o'Z $'~: y ----------------------- ----------------------------

û 6· - oo2 b 
10 copy the text after Input Image: _Jj__~-------- oL--

1-G~~Itu:~ !'ft~?.· ~c I ----------------------------
~>/ele 1 .eiO,)tV 



L 

Table 3: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 4th line from the top: ~OT 1 èt)11·+t-( 1 
kl.~ee 5 . p~f'-wmr 1 - asfecfrh __ /:Xl.o.:\f_Lm~_fl:_· __ ___ ----------------------------
1 ·-aspec-/v 1-çfhdrdS -s rq-

2 copy the text afte'ihput Image: lzg S.,\ I.(} ht 
-----------~-------------1-±YYI p ~ r'11 n·+- . 0/n~ I y (? n dri k / fJic _QJLê)----

; m.q~~ / c Fe Ie '10. ·x V 

3 co~y the topics und~r orange bullets: 
• · e..a~qr.e.. S·lol'leS' 

_jJLç.ke.Lin?s-- -----------~~--------------• e;<. re.J . ., , 0 >'\_~ 

• hîi(\p( ~~ 
• C{. ~ ~ COt I'>"~> 
• Go rt ve 1~q·h on. 5 

4 copy the text and tel. number: ~;~:~~J~~- ___________ .:~--------------Bel .. :n.u voor ~rt'l.1ts otter ·~-e 
D(,-002 

5 copy the first web. address: ~i(J h i __________ :1 ________________ 
http /U-WW , pr 1' VI e.efD11 . edu ;. ... .)y;trna~ --- j_L.cJ~-EL(~ 

)bh~ 

6 copy the first line: 
iLL.c.ke::_cin.~-- -----------~-------------U .. .ben+ b e2oe- k-€-r : -124ocr4 

s i (\J_~ 1o-ç-11 
7 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

... ~/Li .. , /"}. ----------------------- -------------~-------------
1!) ~ ~~0Lt 1f 

8 copy the web. address: 
__ tlJ~ç-~...cC_~G-- -----------~------------file . .;. ll) J1 ome I l'ptJl.oe bj U... LUW / 

,, 11d e Y . h 1-m.L 
9 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: f!}~1S/i:_;r!_ __ 1 

HONKBAL ./l.~~Xr k JVlc 6wi re sl~at ----------------------------
6U., 6qsfe ~ 

10 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
__ f.iJ~Çk!~Ü.t-6- 2 kl .+..~ ('(\ f I l (h (t b r-; FA A ct zs &S Lf ----------------------------

-hb 3-ni 3 



( . 
LJ 

Table 4: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: ---~~t~~~--- 3 
ki.Thmp /Lmjb'i fAAc; 1585'4 ----------------------------

-nb 1 . r)t: \j 
2 copy the first sentence of 4t~ pflfagrÏh: 

HONKBAL .. : fnç._":~ fl'\c ~"1 ;fe ~ x..·.i- ----------------------- -----------~---------------
z.,s·n 6l) st~ 

3 copy the web. address: --~-fW~~-'t -----------~-------------file UI/ 1\è'N.. hpOlJclro)'wwvJjtNl;:.; .~!111 

IWi\ ~iu'vrt\1-1.1 ' 4 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

l8b 
.[) ... 

448 ----------------------- -------- ~----------------

I I 

5 copb the first line: -ffi-~~1']-o--- ----------~----------------U.. .:1-V\t ha...20<"br ; I 'lt, 0] <-, s~nis 
.o-ç~17 

6 copy the first web. addres~: 
http .:./I Wi-vl-..). r 1.--vl a.to.'"\ .. eJ..-LJ ----------------------- ------~~-------------------

'V Jv,_,f1.":..d J l:,lo.s) 
7 copy the text and tel. m~!llber: -:6_ 

______ (2(~-~-~------ 3 Bel.(.\\..\. vo,ur q•''\LLA of!R..% ----------------------------
ul·- r.Jö :;_,t h~--- L 

8 copy the topics under orange bullets: 
• F...Q_~rc ~Jor~ ___ f-g_l:~V:~- 1 • L.>Gp..{'.c:{,~~ n.!> ----------------------------
• M '-_"' 4 (_) C:\..f'V\1:2/.) 

• A V\ lVV\.·-J. (Cv~ 

• (üY\ v~~cdi..u i\$ 

9 copy the text after Input Image: . ~~lL~d- __________ [ _________________ 
1 J Yh.F - r1vt1t Av•"'VL I y"-·.nc.l..;~ 1 vd'-"'Y/.1 ---- ---------------

1 L{e:. 1 e ' oJ\ • x v 
10 copy ~e 4t,h line from the top: f h 0 Ieee .~ . . p t - c. l.·ryJ J -- r~ -s~<:- I ----------------------- ----------------------------

- CtSJX<.tv I - -stv;drt.{FI!.~- -~(rel 



L 

Table 1: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the web. address: . . ~~;~~ ---~----------------------file}/!, ,: ""J<. f,po /tv'-e.h I ~ww/Jirt/(1_ --~---- - ----------
~Ir./ 

2 copy the 4th line from the top: __ / / 
Ieee~. p{ w _ c ei"' p0 ·1 LJ -: CMpel t~l 

/; 
------------------------ ----~----------------------

' 
/ 

\ w ·-VtJp<d-\- Vu '1 u -3~~dv 5'-u -~ t-, 
3 cop~he first line: 

u . . . "J 6.e 1(/( lt ~ : l l(.IO tfV p~ -----f~_f_)_~,~---- ------~-------------------
\() -r- - C/7 

4 copy the first web. address: 
ttiw (..v // ----~------------httpjf û \JW, f.illh u.. i(!~ . --------~-----------

~ vllZ n v111i 1 b hf / / 

5 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: -----~~--
---"-r-----------

... 

tt1~Öct~J . 
6 copy the topics uJ/!e~orange bullets: 

• I-e (Al vtt.t t'{l '· --~1--l_i_~~--~--- _____ :t _____________________ 
• c?t /-"- (;ld i (tV'/. 

• "-" I '- (). .z. (A f"-... f J ' 
• {/r Y' I ''-; /l} ( Vt ~ J. 
• c" ".... ~~~ R J 0/;v.., . 

7 copy the first sentence o[4th paragraph: 
---~}J_K~}! __________ __1[ ________________________ 

HONKBAL~ .. _. fvî.r~ /vc ~-i.Jitt..-f!.. 
r~N-1 1~r CyJ . 

8 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
------~l~~~~~2--- --~--L-------------------k/ .1{ '- ( I i~p ~ F 17,4 Ct V'Plf V 

-('hj)JL.J -fî;l)? 
9 copy the text and tel. nuf!Jer: /< 

Bel ... /'\ L. ()l-<-'7 ~lfr 1/ tfpif 
0 b- 0 ál6. 

__ J2(LJ!E.di_Lr;_/:,J._ ---~~-------------------

10 coly the text after Input Image: . __ ]__u{_~_'I_ ____ --~-----------------------1. _,__, ru ~~--o tI ~(;'~el 1 '"'Jif;4JJ~.-,'1 
t cfe /et CW c .x v . 



L 

Table 2: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 co\y the text after Input Image: 
) l.!i w ct.-· ·~\ \(~ ~)\ 

I:·· 'YY\ -r- \'(\ ~ \ 7\w 'CV\<.- r~ eA.~''\ '2 ---------------------- ----------------------------
/ i'\"1\c'-'(-<") / C- \--el e /\o" -X"{ , 

2 copy the text and tel. numbe\· \~-~--~-'--~~\_\_~ .. ----------------~----------Bel. .. h'-\ 'Jaur>-; )"'''"" :-.s 
0 \\ ~A\ . .e ö b- () 0 L b ' 

3 copt ~he 2nd ~ine from the bo~om: __ t {pO \ 1 "V\G: ~..{?~ ---------------~----------kJ... ..UVV\ ~ J ' ~e'"S e ~ "\ <:.~ 'f ~\ )\ ------------------- -
6\ 2-58 S'4 - t\ \{, ~ -\\\ 3 

4 copy the first sentence Qf 4th paragraph: 0 
HONKBAL ... ·:- \"\.e...' " ~c. ~" \ ~t:. ----------------------- ----------------------------
~ ~t:t.. \ -z_ ~ -~ c j s \ c:. 

5 copy the topics under orange bullets: _1~~--~-~~~~~· ~ • 'Ft\\\ti'RE 5\0\~\.~~ ~----------------------------
• ~X'(\~ \)1.\ \0\~S 
• · M l \\l '\) c, \\ \"\ ~ "3 
• -~~\ \"\1\\_ c, "'~ 
• C6 \~ \1 t: ~ ~ \\"""\ \._0 ~'S 

6 cop~ the~uftber after Bytes transmitted: 0 .1 "2- 1-\ 4 ó/ ----------------------- ----------------------------

7 copy the first web. address: 0 
http . ~ I I 'Y 'i. X'-('<Y. • l' \ '<\.C .e \-<1' "<\ . ----------------------- ----------------------------
-e_c\ \\ J "'-' \\_C'<. \ "QCL 1 'p \ s J 

8 copy the first li~ ~ ft) 
U ... ·b< ~ \ -<c c.· ..z.. e.. '\ "., 

f"2 4, C'", 'i 5 "\ '<\.À S '\ (9 --~··- ert ----------------------- ----------------------------

9 copy the 4th line from the top: 
l~cl!. -----------------~--------Ieee .6'. 'P 4 -C.c• '-v' \ ("\ - C<.-.>- - -------~------------

'f< c~ \ ~ ,..... 4 <>\'-eL· \t 1 -
10 copy thç e· addrer: ~I I é) 

file ... t /1 ~ -e.. I ~ "'"'~ --è"- ----------------------- ----------------------------
\J\1 ~ ~ I ' '{\à ~'k ·• \ \ ~ \.. 



Table 4: Responses 

stimulus name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number task ----------------------- ----------------------------
name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: __________ <::2 ______________ 
kl .!.e1'hp / '-~'t:A f flA C\.1SIS'>-'L -n.6u3w -----------------------

·-hi '3 
~ 

2 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
-----------~--------------HONKBAL .~ fnCLYl mcswCJe -----------------------

s taaJ b1~ 6r~t~0_e\. ~(t.f!oeJ;..o~u."' 
3 copy the web. address: _LQkl_r...o_rfF-~t ____________ ) _______________ 

file .. :;/ /~o'rn!L / t:,powel:> )INI·.r~Jlh~X. 
hJvr..l . 

4 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 
1lol __ ~~Ql~---- ____________ } _______________ 

... I I 1Bb'148 bLa.ck. 
5 copy the first line: __ {~~~L!2!_~~~------ 6 

u .. ~/ k?:o~ ~ lL-'toj y ----------------------------

~l~~s lt>-éj -rt- (~ CoY\h·a ~f I 
6 copy th~ first web. address: / 

http .:.jj wwll'4 . (>fl:ttc.dOI\- e.ck r-.- -----------------------
__________ <::) _______________ 

hcH h.a.. cl/ hbs/ 
7 copy the text and tel. number: __ }_a0l __ crx!hç{~t I Bel-~ voor- j ~Ct ft~ o}ju t .e. ----------------------------

0 V(~ .. Oö'Z-6 
8 COP.Y the topics under orange bullets: 

' 
. l e.a.Jur-e st-o~le~ (_ olottriC;L'nj hJ 2-• Vxped.Jh:~ ----------------------- ----------------------------
• VVV: n,cl ~~ 
• Dl V\.. c vn CL/ c-.. h-\J 
• Cof\.ve.t' ~ ov,.J 

9 co{,y the text after Input Image: 
_fiJ~d~l:,------ ---------~----------------I. -tnp_MrJ) ~~~endrtlj 

( ~naq-ü J c e / o" . X. 

10 copy the 4th line from the top: . 

---------~---------------Ieee ... 5 . p ~ '-'- Lomr~ l -o.sreJh ..... -----------------------
l -a~~v,, t -~tndr'ëtsu-sfrcy 



stimulus 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Table 2: Responses 

name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 
task 

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

rz i.4.. JJ· (;JC} v s ll.-{rrs " 1 l/tt 3 "LU f:'Ot"c.:-1 copy the text and tel. nm;.nber:cj;fJ- A 1 I 
Bel .. . U b - 00 ?. -b { -------------- r-----

copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 

kl .. /vc:,'fJ 1 U(J bh 'fl/4 er 1 r u?r r -
ub -~ - ..., i -, 

copy the first sentence of 4th para&raph: 
HONKBAL.;. /1q~ He 6(-U t rl2SkaA 
~ 6c1)k 

copy the topics under orapge bullets: • :t~< /-<-<_;~..._ ,, ') 1r; n-<_A 
. • -ercl?-o-(ph~ 
• ~1-r.o( ),~ 
• ~t/ tu.:.::::t ( ~ 

• c, ·~"tc.<:U<~ltT.~) 

copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

copy the first web. address: 
http,'/ltv (·vLJ.pJ /~-tuk" ·t:.o4/"

l2û tttQ.l I /;i.?S/ 

copy the 4th line from the top: 

Ieee f. ·f'J - c~ .... Ï:..t -_. c.:~c/1, t 
-eu~(. h' I - )//4_ c~1 e-T f - s/tt 

.//7- ~c r 
--~~-~---------------
fi,t f lu4 ;fl ~ 

___ ;!hla:._t:_~------
1 

.ticfu:~r
-~-:~~----------------
ar 3/u. ptuAJ 

) 
----------------------------

·2-

-------------~-------------

____________ C:t ____________ _ 

I 

I 

----------~---------------

----------~---------------

copy the web. address: . .fj .r-r • /J 
file s./(1 h d ~/Ïf(J~~ _6 j ~ltJ)Lv / ~-~-~'-~-1;--------- -----------'L--------------

u.. ~c, hft_J 



stimulus 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Table 4: Responses 

name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 
task 

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

copy the 2n? line fr?m the bottom: I ~ ,..., 1 

kl.kL...f /t '-1i 6li'J A Act 1.s-Jrvu -Y~b..; __ J __ ~_k. __ u_f?... __ ~-- --~ ...... ---~----------------
"3 w -V'IIt.J J 

copy the first sentence of 4th par~grqph: 
HONKBA~ .. . ~ "vt-L. .,___._ 4~ J..·~ {Vlo ~ 

1 ~"' ()({ 1{ v 
i h (" ~ (i" .r ) ___ < __ z· _____________________ _ 

--~--------~---~~~)! --

copy the web. address: 
file .. : .I I l"'v~'"'-~ (,po .,;~,, /vt..\w/ 

/r...J.tt-.~-IÎ'\-1 
----~-l~~ç-~-~------ ----~t _____________________ _ 

copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

··· \\1(\}(yy B -----~-----

-------~(-~~~~--- ------<;t--------------------

f 

copy the first web. address: 
http .. /![/u i....J f'. a;~'~)~fvV}. 

/v hC?tt norc{/ &b11 
eJLI ( --------------~:.: ------7~---------

/ ,/ 
copy the text and tel. number: f t 
Bet(;{y ~ r__~ ~ ~/)fJwdis ofkrrk , ___ ük_/&_c ___ :_~ ------1--------------------

copy the topics under orange bullets: 
• fecA ~..-~ J \-&,t ~J . 
. tt ~(jl, 't ,·(; ..... J 
• 1-- \ -d qt/1t~S 
• CA V' / ~-v'"' 1 c " n. J 
• Cv"...li'lt7/c-fli.._ 

I' \ T t. i.t__ "' 
----1------------------ -------~-------------------

lil t"k 'Z 
---;1-------------~----

_________ 1 ________________ _ 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the \Yeb. address: . . . 
file ... : //( h<>~'l- j j po :.,-e_ b /www/ ~ rlil.-\L. ó 

----------------------- ----------------------------
' ~i ·, n. J~/( h f.l'hl Y\ o.'-<.,_ () 

2 copy the 4th line from the top: ydl~~v;$ 1.. ""~ f..k.ll.'k.l 

Ieee Ç',TÇ -t~·~ ~ i - ~5p~~H-- 1 -----------~------ " & - ----------------------------
asrc~Jv l - stv. "h·d s ~ f rl} 

ill c 1'\ "- 0 

3 copy the first line: ijl)..c:J. v.,~L.l 6,~/.,id<o:-r , 
U ... b%/- b.z ·lu<.i<.li.Y' : t2.it03~ ----------------------- ----------------------------

s i ~ds. (C -)--~t - 0 

4 copy the first web. address: hrz: ... ; ;/ \lv ;_w. pn'\c~ fc;h . e~C.j-v - 6 
----------------------- ----------------------------

4V ''" .... .{I hhi I - 0 

5 copy the number Jfter Bytes transmitted: 
__ (s]_t~~-JJ~~-----... il"l.&{yt, () 

----------------------------- 0 

6 copy,,the topics under orange bullets: ivHJ(""• o.v~ lu ~ ' ~t-

• -4-e ... l-u.r~ Hó,...,e~ ~~~ 1 .. ""-e J....e . 11"~ I 

• i( I< e· ((; t;ê},,:j ----------------------- ----------------------------
• m. ' "' ~( 9 c, Vlo..~ S' 

• (..1'\t,..,._,,_[ (r,M.S - 0 

• ·(c.hl.i" ;· )•'l ~ t e ed 

7 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
f!OJ!KBAL .Ifl«r-!'- Y11.cfJ'""'i r~ ri.r..C{f è0." 

...-- _________ y __________________ 
-----------------------

(Jj'k_ ~ 1'~(..Q.. h_.:..1.01.Vv.."' V<-"'-- {...J ~"4."~" ~ ...... () 
{" I 7_ 

8 copy the 2n4 line from the bottom: l . "' 
kJ ... tv~ .. pi I vt..j b ("" r l\ At\. : $' S.Pt ----~-Uule~J~:J------- L 

----------------------------
-nb J -i1i 3 - 0 

9 copy the text and tel. number: . .., 
Bel .. IJ..A-. V<.c,.,~ jr,.r~,·J c ({wf..;, ____ ,Y_C.oj~e::-_________ ----------~-----------------

)i[F-w~~'!. (V\ • 2 b,. f, ~ vtï.M-"'L 

10 copy the text after Input Im'(:e: 
..... 

''{;f(q,d '· 
tt-"1 rs t1<'. t 31-. ! . .lf'MpiJ _ ~h f /h<-Pt.ti:. y~.lv;{j ----------------------- ------------ _]t ____________ 

;,., ... J.e~ / cfej e.. IC/'\ .\ V - 0 



Table 1: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the web. address: 
__ ç~~~-ç~-~J:~----file ~.///T-.o.""«-/~~owe"oj v-wv<~/,Y\ ~x. h I.M\ 2 ----------------------------

2 copy the 4th line from the top: 
Ieee s~\'~ - C.O'<"Ç \ - 0\S\;"2-cl'-' 1-~Q.C..tv _c..ol9.:\-Lf-~\~ .. L 

·î 

i --------:J------------------
- S\-~"~J.\c\ ':> -s~rtt 

3 copy the first line: 
-~~~~~--------U ... h<2-r·J: S:-<"'J.~ 

...., 

he~e\.,(u : \'1.4-V't" 
________ f: __________________ 

w-s-- ~1 

4 copy the first web. address: 
http : •. j ( .-v vv w. f' :v--.cr<.. ~. ec~ / rv ~". 11tA J. b ~ \ t-<'C? \,\. ---------~------------------------------~--~---

I bb.s/ 

5 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 
_s:iL~LQ~--t~t~~ '2.. 

... \ \ 'l ~ 6Lt \t ~ ----------------------------
I Q \o:"' 

6 copy the topics under orange bullets: 
• j.. t c1.J-vJ l< ~ \-tr: .? i 

\ • ~ '<y \::.,V\;\",!;:."\) ----~~~~-&---r------- ----------------------------
• i'i'\ ;-...yt ~ (). ""f s C\. b, \:- ~~Cl~~} 
• (:'.,, ..... :--m-a.\ <. .:\.,"1' J 

• \ v-''J"; ~ "'\- :lo/\ S 

7 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: ____ lj~s ____________ I 

HONKBAL ...... · 1'\u~ he. C, w ~r 2 i \-c._ ,.,_.1-
\ 

----------------------------
4-;l'v\ ~~s~ 

8 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
---~~~~~~:t--;---k/ .J::~~ J .\M~h_,"F A 1\ ct 7,)~.5 ~ - (\b 1 ·1.. 

----------------------------
- '(\ ~ "1 ~C\~ '2. 

I. 

9 copy the text and tel. number: 
Bel ... 0tA \)•JO.[ q {<'V\-:~ -c- ff{tA o.. --~~~-~fll!t------ 1 

----------------------------
0~ - '0 oe. G I~ ç . < ~ l9L.{r ylas~s ) ··--·-·· ····· · 

10 copy the text after Input Image: 
tr o"' '6' ·:r-t I .. t-('(\f _ {{\~\ / t\o.'(\.e /iil.c-tl.t;l</ ~-no.~e)/ 

1 
---:-.-------~~- ------ ----------------------------

c.. f~ I e \0 ..... x:v 
"'-'"" . \ ~- fa.$ \- ) 1., ~ - ""'c.. 'l--J 

' l 



Table 3: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 4th line from the top: 0 
kl(: een~rf ... ccnp d. -.t,pfJ:tN i ----------------------- ----------------------------

- tlt?P€CtrJ4 - s TNL'I!D) -q: Q(Q 0 
2 c~y the text after Input Image: - . ers -----------~----------I. lrlf(- ~7/(..J.Ofté(y&i()tzltnMA 0{/n.Áyt:/ --~~c~ -----------

ctO. X.{/ 

3 cop~ the topics under orange bullets: 
• eA1Clf2G ~ 7of2t'GS 

-~~~t::~------- ----------~--------------• 6'kf€Dt (/CJUS 
•.A.f{f.JD fitll/te? U~IIARP 
•Nf(/14[ (AitS i)lff21l t~! 2 
• Cof..[(lt;f5;,A c;iOHt; ;()/.({ {G' BACicti!«Ut 

4 copy the text and tel. number: 

--tSt~~~--------- --------~----------------Bel .. o6-CO?..I' 

5 copy the first web. address: 
__ s_Ct'~ECti.tG?. ------~------------------hup.:.« tt/Wtt". peiuf;ltft:.t: éDct/"t {lt~ 

8f*;./ 
6 copy the first line: Ft'~ ------~-------------------u {Jg.tr ~~?k't7e ~ t2CtOJ u ----~~~~~-----

~(ti~ to-Ç-q :,_ 
7 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 0 .1/'2f;ó U€./€1 ----------------------- ----------------------------

D 
8 copy the web. address: 

-~~(:~6r~-------- ---~-------------------file:. Û/ ~/ij))ct/{1)/tW,t'ttl/tA/COJ-.f.tf/fi. 

9 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
J}_(.«_f:_fJ;_rifiJey j_ 

HONKBAL . .14Af2{(, .11c6ctt/iR(; SC4AI ----------------------------
~; j ~ Gj% {Çt..t f07Té fttn'Gf:uur;/.1(.~ 

·~ 
10 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: K~CLG ~ -----~-----------------kl {EI(f/rl Ot !34 {M tt <ç-~a -nb :?~ ________ { ~- ----

-nt'3 



( ) 

Table 3-: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 4th line from the top: 0 
k/.04:!. s-r& - (·o~ , -c.. s.~Jl., ----------------------- ----------------------------

tD~~ s- - sf"r ~~ () \ - C\Spc.\-v \ - & 

2 copy the text afterInput lm~e: . 'k/ 0 1 . -1,-""f> _ ..-~ .. _. .. , ~ I t'\ 6""' e '1 e.n. tJ 11 ----------------------- ----------------------------
l rv--. 0 ()(l.$ I c.:.. ~..e. I re I "/\ . x.-v 0 

3 COP,Y the topics under orange bullets: . t CA....,Á,v-f L. tj;; 0 ( ; é 5 
0 • e:>fe~\.\ i ur-5 ----------------------- ----------------------------

• Vv"·,,.-c_\. tJO:..~~ 0 
' . c ""~ .s • o~· /V"-0-\ 

• CO/'\.J V'- se-\~ On 

4 copy the text and tel._ num~r.à.-.vi~ 
Bel .. 'YCCf (.tee:,\ '.t " " fJ ----------------------- ----------------------------

o6 -~ 0 '- 0 

5 copy the first web. address: . / 
http :.;; v/"'-'J J -[->ç; ~.") . é' d ........ ______________ fZ _______ 

----------------------------
'-'o....r Y' C\ct I b.\:> s/ 0 

6 copy the first line: 
u ... ~~ ~ 7-.;X Lu.--,. ·• I 2..'-1 0 9 v\, 

(i' 

----------------------- ----------------------------
s :, ,......cl~ 9'1-

<-:. 
lO - "_/-

7 copy the number after Bytes transrnitted: 
.. . ll :z._ B- (,V\ L-t. Q --------------~~------ ----------------------------

8 copy .the w~b. address: , / () 
file . "/ / { 1 h_o./VVL / L p~c b ----------------------- ----------------------------

. t I 
c 

""'vv-JJ ~~ ..--.c~.:x.. ~ ~ ""'""'' 

9 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
0 HONKBAL .. :-~w~ V\L..6..v.re_ ----------------------- ----------------------------

S\o.. cJ '!~..-. [, ~\"~ <!....., J<: 5\4. l."c~r...;.. 0 

J r.r-~ '-r(;! Q..-:v"\ 

10 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
0 

kJ .. ~~ I l' ~~ ~ ~fvz "L <:>óls-v.. -----------------c:r--- ----------------------------

'V' \o "'> 
- ~ -<Al 



'l'able 4: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

task ----------------------- ----------------------------number 
name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: -· 
kl ~-W\f 1-\M..J~ k~.. FAhl_~s-~: ----------------------- ----------------------------

- · "v'\ b '"b - · \1\l ~ 
2 copy the first sentence of 4th p~agraph: -

HONKBAL.-:-: ~it<_ ~QWL."C., sk.a.t· ----------------------- ----------------------------
t_~k· bJ~~ ~ -=}J5t Q... "-6iN\V'ÎÁY\ Va.Vv 

' - I..LoeY\ . (_ '),\ / "2._ 

3 copy the web. address: . ~;. cLr 
........ 
L 

file !.I I ~'Me_( Llf'J\J>Jeb/ iAMw/,.W.-fu.r. . -- ------------------ ----------------------------
ht~( . 

4 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

· ·· tl'L8blllt~ ----------------------- ----------------------------

5 COP.Y the first line: ~l(.~r CL-
u .k-\A~ loe!We~"r ·· l'24Ufi 

G;i-~6·]i~-
----------------------------

<' ( f . I 

;) ~"' t:\. s. Lo-Ç -Cft { 

6 copy the first web. address: ~ r http ·.l! vv~vvv . ?fi ~Ce+o .. --. . ed~ I . 
;ck._u-

- ------------------- ----------------------------
A- ~i- r, , c<-J/ht>s/· 

7 copy the text and tel. number: , . rhz._ LLV\_'3J.0-·r r. L h!xt) 6 Bel .. 11\ÁA- 'vor>f" crctKL-\ ~te- -------------- --- ---- ----------------------------

Ob- Coïl~ 
8 co~he topics under orange bullets: 

• A:ru.e_ S;t-u r ~s wkL1e_ C~...:'t 1' ~;crer~ L • l:Y-ped.i ti o ... s 

• fVt l ~:iC\.lN\.e..) 
----------------------- ----------------------------

{fel u I • À.Vvl.. .. . CÄi~ 

• W1011t'-RSah;~ 

9 copy the text after Input Image: 1ix.t ~ ~pJ~blç_ 
----------~----------------lfW...f- V1A~(hl7V'Aej~qA.AJ.r~~./ t'vw~-~/ ------~ës-fi~T~Tr:r--

ck /f(o .x. v IJ.tcki';t c;_ 
10 copy the 4th line from the top: Co~t't~tn b lu~ "3, 

Ieee S. f ~ -W•IJ\.f \ . - · (l~~dh i ------------------- --- ----------------------------
- -a.spe.d:v I - Stlt\.JtJ ~ - S~i''l 



D 

Table 3: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 4th line from the top: 
to..la(<~~~ 

kl ... ·J:i. ---------~----------------
Veé'es-. -c?J",.,pl -a~f{~A; 7 /2/.r-;L,/ 7 - :..-...0,. -

2 copy the t&'t after Input Image: ~ /-
-/-~!-@~-----l~;hfi-rn~/~~~7:,1j};/:J 

---------~----------------
~?>ktV< 1/a,lTi~<J.. f} 

3 copy the topics under orarfge bullets: I 
• pa~---u. ~·hc/h~ S --
-~d~d??5 ------- -------------- ----------------------------~ 

• hl/he/~,?"~~ 
• é'bnl me-zA"~~ 
• ~-t:--?.,ia ~ 

4 copy the text and tel. number: _,4 ~ û?.áf~JI-s Be[.,-:?'Ud-. b'c:V/Z r -/J ",.t_ ----------~---------------
c'6' -oo2-6 //} 4//,, a~ a. 

5 copy the first web. addr((ss: h d. ~~~-------httpj/:k.Jtdéc..J~ /':d1C~ n. 6 (q' --------~-----------------
tL. ~~~dI 6/isj 

6 copy the first line: 

~~~------u k/7~ ~~~/Ç .· /2 'ro:J(.~ ---------~-----------------
.1~ /~ -~-J7 

7 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: &.Liu~-4 --------~----------------... 
/!1..é?ó (7 7 ~ 

8 copy the web. ad~ss: 
-;(f~L:0 file :./1/ hd1?1~ ~c.K-6/~Ju?~J; ----------~---------------

/h~x-. .4rml ~~~k 4';u4_ 

9 copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
----~-HONKBAL:~ /J?a/)k /1c C:tJ#ae ----------------------------

,5;hQ/ -6é~ 615k 
10 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 

--~~ k/ .Û1>o;O/ ~r -;=;9~ -------~~---------------
~ -hA _;]/' ·-=<: 



Table4: Responses 

stimulus 
name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 

number 
task ----------------------- ----------------------------

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

1 copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
kJ .... ___ JC1lr~-------------- ----------------------------

--rerrp /t i1G6r.rf RRo-;?.5'05'1 -rb -) -nc '3 

2 copy the fi.rst sentence of 4th paragraph: 
__ ll}~----------------HONKBAL .. .r7f.l r<. 1<:- Mc.G.v; R.f.. ::,LAm ----------------------------

'2tjrv 6~C:.·'Ié 
3 copy the web. address: U> i--J (Ç E.S () lLf7lOr'v 

file ,: 1/?r-l o rj EI 1 po WE. (3> / l-v 'rV '.-J / -----------------------
____ ) _______________________ 

.z:-"'OL:t ·Hiri L 
4 copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 

... 11'2.8Gt.iq8 
~~_(Jl ________________ 

----------------------------

5 copy the first line: 
I-tJJ:,~ __ R.fio_~~,:jj_o; /-----~------------------U .. BErVT ~ E2.6 é t.êR ·. !2 <--t 0'!;/\ 

r~, rJf)5 I0-5 -51-
6 copy the first web. address: 

A75Tl~-Y------ '2-http :)jlJAirV.(lf-( 1 ('J C:E;/ON. Gf.)l-Y ----------------------------
~~.,.~ HARrJAO.r_;,(~S/ 

7 copy the text and tel. number: 
Bel ... o6 -C>Q/...6. -~t~il_fS: ___________ -~-----------------------

8 copy the topics under orange bullets: Lov Rëc; _ ?') 
• 'fE'rtTUl<.E.D 'S)CJ~ 1 ES Lo iv 3 • C?:)<pEPili ol-JS c.orJî(:çASÎ 

----------------------- ----------------------------
• H 'Jf'JP GAH r:.S 
•ArvïrJALcArî'3 

• c.o N JE. r<.St1'1 i o rV 5 

9 copy the text afterInput Image: 
,-~~)---------------l:r.nr).fîNï/ horîE/y er-JOr?.l k./Jn;16és. ----------------------------

C...1-E/.Ç.)0".XV 
7 

10 copy the 4th line from the top: 
-~-{2 _______________ !eee§.PF-Collp 1 -A s.~JG:c:~ M î ----------------------------

-4spec.1v 1 
-

0::>TArJR(O 5 -st'rq 



stimulus 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Table 2-: Responses 

name of artefact 1 annoyance of artefact 1 
task 

name of artefac 2 annoyance of artefact 2 

co.fy the text aft~r Input Image: . 

1-r;:'"'Yt:'- u-..w?/i~t;u.u:-(;e,.,._dhl/t ...... ~/ 
{Je/ & o. fV 

copy the text and tel. number: 
Bel .. Pvw (/17t·Y. J'z w-M 

'-ifbrlt..-

copy the 2nd line from the bottom: 
kl J:~! w...; bc:r/JIJ.;:t..,rl'rct - "'' 

3 -tu 3 

copy the first sentence of 4th paragraph: 
HONKBAL .. htcwl< 1-11 c.f'v.~.;t..., )lc.,.,f-
~ t7/n &...(-ofk ~ 

copy the topics under orange bullets: 
• ii!•u /t;vY ~ ~'tv ... ....:lc.o 
(Î . ' 

• · ~t.Àf' e cü t-v c~ 

• ·~·~d lät.--~ 
. ~/) ~0- c~.r 
• Cci/t v-e1;")-4-/i ~1-.4 
copy the number after Bytes transmitted: 
... l/2._/b't7tf 

copy the first web. address: .J . 

http ":// tN w~...; '/Y'~-ce~h . 12.a<-t--/ 
·"'-' LéVv ~Atï-- d /~i, .i/ 

copy the first line: 
U .. ~/-- 6e- ?-1; ek-v .r / Z 7 o/l 

li~cL-.J' /b - .-> - 9 r 
copy the 4th line from the top: 
/eeeJ":..p[ - ,-~f" / - q;~ll .. 
1 - · ~-fJ4Jc.cJ·v 1 ·- sh.t t.l't-d r 

copy the web. address: 1 . · 
file :;,(1/f.to~ / t-p,.•WC~/t-uWLV/ 
~de)(. 4 I-bk e 

0 

0 
~~~~~~-
-----·-------~---------

f~'d 
----/ ----------------

' 

~ -----------------------
0 

0 

---~~~-~-------

--~~---------

0 -----------------------

'J 

J ' l<>l <,..( - /..: 1:.,•;..~ .. t' 

0 

I 

-----------~---------------

------~--------------------

/-'2 
-------C--------------------

2 

{ 


